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YO U W E R E
B O R N AG A IN TO
BE TO GE T H E R
by Dick Sutphen
Love is the most powerful force in the universe. Not time, birth, death, or rebirth can finally
separate those who have formed a deep mental, spiritual, or physical bond. The souls’
affinity has been established, and those who know or have known love will always be “one.”
Physical separation and parting for more than a short period of time, as we know it,
is absolutely impossible. Mental separation is unknown on a subconscious level.
Communication will always continue, although it may not be consciously perceived.
Lovers from the past will reincarnate within the same time frame again and again. Although
they will not remember events of their past lives when they meet in their next life, they
will be strongly attracted to each other, and their love will be renewed.
In each new incarnation, the love will deepen; hopefully, it will grow more unselfish, until,
after many lives, love is perfected.
People with whom you have a deep bond in this life have been close to you in a previous
lifetime. You may have been lovers, friends, or relatives. The relationship could have been
that of parent and child. But if you are intimately involved with another individual in
your present life, the chances are great that you have been together in another time and
in another place.
You were reborn to be with those you have known before. You were guided and maneuvered
by unseen help from the other side and by your own subconscious, intuitive, and
extrasensory abilities to seek each other out again.
A colleague of mine was recently using hypnosis to regress a woman and found that while
in a deep trance state she was reliving an experience between lifetimes. She said, “I am
watching the masters plan a life.” Further questioning explained what she saw. With the
entity to be reborn, the Masters (highly evolved souls) were helping to plot the needed
lessons for his or her life. This included involvement with hundreds of other entities that
would also be reborn within the same time and the karmic interaction that would affect
them all, offering each one the needed opportunities. Astrology would be a factor. The
exact moment and place of birth would set him on the proper path and would be a basic
guide throughout his earth life. It was a job our finest computers would be incapable of
attempting, but it is a part of the cycle of rebirth for every individual.”
In every adult love relationship the initial attraction seems to be caused by physical and
personal characteristics. But actually this attraction is the subconscious recognition of
bonds created by a common past history. The fact is that you have known each other
before in some other lifetime.
Karmic history explains why you are so immediately attracted to some people and also why
you are repulsed by others. It accounts for the old adage, “Love is blind.” Your meeting was
predestined to occur as a classroom for your own soul’s growth. Unknown subconscious
forces within you welded the relationship and caused it to grow. You blocked the obvious
negatives and saw only the positives. The faults you were able to perceive you felt you
could change, handle, or overcome. If problems developed, they came later.
A completely untroubled relationship would provide no learning, so in most situations the
unlearned lessons from the past begin to surface, to be worked out and ultimately balance
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Enter the world of love eternal and rejoice at the
amazing powers of the human spirit.
which then controlled the country. The
marauding band landed on English shores
and began to pillage the countryside. The
Saxon maiden was working in the fields
when the Teutons invaded, and she was
raped by the man who captured her.

They next met as a Toltecan man and
woman in Mexico, but this time they both
changed sexes and the roles were reversed. It
was a relationship of male domination and
cruelty, although from a karmic perspective
it was a balance of the English lifetimes.

They have earned the happiness they share
by going through many traumatic lifetimes
together, from which they gained wisdom
and true love.

For the next several months she was virtually
a prisoner, used by the man for labor and
pleasure. Although she tried desperately
to escape, a strong love-hate relationship
developed between captor and captive.
Within the year the man was killed in a
skirmish and the woman was allowed to
return to her own people.

In their lives prior to their present existences,
they returned to their original male–female
roles on an Atlantic coastal island off
southern Canada. They were married at a
young age and made their living by fishing.
The relationship was rocky and filled with
conflict, but they raised three children and
remained together until death at an old age.

A couple from Tempe, Arizona, is a classic
example. Regression showed that their
initial contact with each other took place in
4th-century England. He had come from a
North Sea coastal area as part of a Germanic
war band that settled in England. She was a
Saxon and a citizen of the Roman Empire,

A cycle had begun that has continued
through four lifetimes that I know of.
They may have lived many more lives than
this, but we were able to recreate through
regressive hypnotism the important
incarnations in which they were drawn
back together.

They have now been married 11 years
and remain in the same sexual roles. He
is a career military officer, and she is a
housewife. They have two children and a
happy marriage. It took them four lifetimes
together to achieve it.

the karma of all involved. Until you have
learned from the past, you are destined to
repeat your mistakes. Learning is a process
of remembering the past.
Many people have extremely happy
relationships which remain good. Love
has been perfected. They have learned their
past lessons and are here on earth for other
growth experiences in this lifetime.

ABOUT THE BOOK
Discover the classic guide to past-life regression that reveals how soulmates are reunited
across the ages, from renowned psychic researcher Dick Sutphen.

“There is absolutely no doubt in my mind that men and
women who are together in this lifetime have been
together before . . .”
After being hypnotized and shown his own past lives, Dick
Sutphen went on to become a practitioner of hypnosis and
past-life regressions. Over the years, he worked with many
people and discovered the importance of karma: that we
have lessons to learn, and if we do not do so in one lifetime,
we will encounter them in another lifetime. Other people are
instrumental in our learning these karmic lessons, and we
can be tied to certain individuals in life after life.
In this book, Sutphen shares regressions with several clients
and includes transcripts of their sessions. In hearing their
stories, we discover what these people came to understand
about the challenges in their present lives after they looked
to the past.
YOU WERE BORN AGAIN TO
BE TOGETHER
by Dick Sutphen
Publisher: Hay House
$16.99, ISBN: 9781401965921
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Originally written in 1976, You Were Born Again to Be
Together remains a useful primer in shining a light on
metaphysics and the amazing power of the human spirit.
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In troubled relationships, regressive
hypnosis often reveals why people have
their particular problems. This knowledge,
combined with the philosophy of
metaphysics (the philosophy/religion/
science of self in relationship to the universe,
karma, and reincarnation), provides a
pathway to understanding and wisdom.
While working with the Hypnosis Center
experiment during 1973 in Scottsdale,
Arizona, and since that time in private,
college, and special group sessions, I have
regressed thousands of people. Several
hundred of these have been individual
regressions. The most interesting have
been investigated in detailed tape-recorded
sessions. Often it has taken many sessions to
complete the story of a particular lifetime.
My own research has been primarily in manwoman relationships. In all my work in this
area I have found only a few cases in which
I have been unable to establish a past link
between present lovers.
There is absolutely no doubt in my mind
that romantic partners, together in this
lifetime, have been together before. Even
if their involvement is only a brief affair,
there was a reason they needed to touch
again. Today’s situation could be explained
by what happened yesterday. Or, to put it
another way, because of “cause and effect,”
which is karma.
When you see an effect in the physical
world, you can be sure that there has been a
cause. If you throw a rock into a lake, it will
send out ripples. The rock is the cause, the
effect is the ripples, and you were another
cause when you threw the rock. The river
washed the rock down to the place where
you found it. Before that a volcano erupted,
forming the rock.
The chain of cause and effect would trace
everything that has ever happened in the
universe back to some original cause. When
the effect is felt in a human, the cause was
set in motion in the mind. The affects you
are feeling now, both positive and negative,
are the results of causes from this lifetime or
from previous life- times. The seeds (causes)
you are sowing now will bring forth the
effects yet to come in this lifetime or future
lifetimes.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dick Sutphen (1937–2020) was
an author, hypnotist, and seminar
leader. He is the author of more
than 32 books and more than 600
hypnosis, meditation, and regressive
hypnosis audio programs. His bestselling books, You Were Born Again
to Be Together; Past Lives, Future
Loves; and Unseen Influences have
become classic metaphysical selfhelp titles.

Your entire life—your mental state, your
health, your relationships with others, the
money you have or haven’t made—all are
effects, but somewhere in your background,
in this life or in previous lives, these effects
were set in motion by causes.
The law of karma works both ways—it
rewards as well as punishes. I don’t like
the word “punish,” for a negative event or
crisis is not important from a metaphysical
point of view. What is import- ant is how
you react to the crisis, how you think about
what has happened. If you react in a positive
way, you are erasing your karma. You have
learned your past lesson. If you respond to
the crisis in a negative way, with bitterness,
remorse, revenge, or similar emotions, you
have not learned your lesson, and sometime
in your future you will once again have to
come up against the “opportunity.” When I
say “future,” I mean this lifetime or lifetimes
to come.
Karma is totally just. No one can argue that
it is not. It explains the supposed inequality
we see around us daily. It explains sickness,
health, affliction, fame, fortune, poverty,
and life and death. As Kahlil Gibran said
in The Prophet, “The murdered is not
unaccountable for his own murder.” He
meant that karma was being balanced.
Let’s look at karma from the “reward”
side. Take a man who has made a great
deal of money . . . is this a reward, or is
it a test? Did he make the money fairly,

without hurting others or taking advantage
of situations that in some way harmed
others? Did he make it at the sacrifice of
devoting some time to things that are
more important than money? Is he using
his resources beneficially, or is he piling up
negative karma on a personal power trip?
He has been given his opportunity to grow
in a special way. How he handles it will be
balanced in the future.
If you’ve made mistakes in a personal
relationship or marriage, you can use the
time you have to learn from them. You do
have the choice to rise above such negative
karma—now.
I completed eight regression sessions with
a young divorcée who had recently moved
to Phoenix from South Carolina. She was
a perfect regression subject. She normally
had a heavy Southern accent, but while
in a trance she spoke with an extremely
crisp English accent. I carried her back in
time through her former lives and even
into a soul position prior to her first earth
incarnation. She was then guided into the
higher or superconscious area of her mind.
I asked her to explain the divorce situation
from this perspective. (Please realize that
communication from this level is much
different from communication in a regular
regression—contact, when achieved, is
established with the psychic, all-knowing
mind.)
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Upcoming Books
FOCUS
Pedram Shojai, O.M.D.
9781401962227 • $16.99
Paperback
Available: 12/28/2021

ANCESTRAL HEALING MADE EASY
Natalia & Terry O’Sullivan
9781401960674 • $16.99
Paperback • AVAILABLE: 10/26/2021
Identify old family wounds, communicate with
your ancestral guides, heal your lineage and
achieve wellbeing for yourself and loved ones.

A step-by-step, sustainable
plan for managing your
energy bandwidth by
intentionally prioritizing
your health, family, career,
passions, and desires. Now
in paperback!

CONTACTING YOUR SPIRIT GUIDE
Sylvia Browne
9781401965839 • $14.99
Paperback • AVAILABLE: 10/26/2021
Meet your spirit guides with this book from
internationally renowned medium Sylvia
Browne, with exercises to increase your psychic
abilities and bonus audio meditation download.

HEART THOUGHTS
Louise Hay
9781401966546 • $14.99
Paperback
AVAILABLE: 12/28/2021
Journey through 95
topics with the queen of
affirmations—including
abundance, healing,
relationships, and world
community—in this
illustrated edition of one of
Louise Hay’s most popular
books.

WHY WOO-WOO WORKS
David R. Hamilton, Ph.D.
9781401961701 • $16.99
Paperback • AVAILABLE: 09/21/2021
This latest book from David Hamilton
Ph.D. offers evidence for why some of the
most popular alternative healing methods
shouldn’t be discounted scientifically.

A YEAR OF MYSTICAL THINKING
Emma Howarth
9781401962883 • $17.99
Paperback • AVAILABLE: 09/14/2021
A witty and life-affirming account of
a spiritual seeker’s year-long quest for
enlightenment.

INTIMATE CONVERSATIONS
WITH THE DIVINE
Caroline Myss
9781401922894 • $17.99
Paperback • AVAILABLE: 11/02/2021
A timely guide with 100 prayers for entering
into a personal relationship with the Divine.

YOU WERE BORN AGAIN
TO BE TOGETHER
Dick Sutphen
9781401965921 • $16.99
Paperback • AVAILABLE: 10/26/2021
Discover the classic guide to past-life
regression that reveals how soulmates are
reunited across the ages.

PLANT WITCHERY
Juliet Diaz
9781401962234 • $18.99
Paperback • AVAILABLE: 10/26/2021
Follow the current witchy trends of herbal
medicine and magic into a deeper, wilder
connection with the ancient healing power
of over 200 plants.

Upcoming Decks
THE TAROT OF CURIOUS
CREATURES
Chris-Anne
9781401963262 • $26.99
Tarot Deck
AVAILABLE: 09/14/2021

ABSOLUTE AFFIRMATIONS
Krystal Banner
9781401964313 • $19.99
Oracle Deck • Available: 08/31/2021
Empower yourself with this accessible and
friendly affirmation deck! Your journey
starts here.

With their illuminating
conversations grounded in
wisdom, the curious and
quirky characters in this card
deck are a strangely familiar
twist on the traditional tarot.

THE WANDERING STAR TAROT
Cat Pierce
9781401964412 • $26.99
Tarot Deck • AVAILABLE: 10/12/2021
This mystical, magical, healing tarot deck
guides you to sharpen your intuition and
reconnect with the powerful light and
wisdom inside you.

STARCODES ASTRO
ORACLE
Heather Roan Robbins
9781401962685 • $26.99
Oracle Deck
AVAILABLE: 10/19/21
Tap into the powerful
energy of ancient
astrological archetypes
and the influential
relationships between
celestial bodies as they
move through the sky
and your life.

GUARDIAN ANGEL MESSAGES TAROT
Radleigh Valentine
9781401960094 • $26.99
Tarot Deck • AVAILABLE: 10/26/2021
Reveal the messages of your guardian
angels with this easy-to-use, inclusive,
elegantly illustrated tarot deck.

SELF-CARE WISDOM CARDS
Cheryl Richardson
9781401962388 • $21.99
Card Deck • AVAILABLE: 11/02/2021
From New York Times best-selling author
Cheryl Richardson, a card deck to inspire
you, replenish you, and help you take back
your life.

MOONOLOGY
MANIFESTATION ORACLE
Yasmin Boland
9781788176521 • $21.99
Oracle Deck • AVAILABLE: 10/19/2021
A beautiful card deck to help you get in
tune with the Moon and manifest a life full
of abundance, magic and joy.

GATEWAY OF LIGHT
ACTIVATION ORACLE
Kyle Gray
9781788175883 • $19.99
Oracle Deck • AVAILABLE: 11/23/2021
A unique activation oracle depicting 44
ethereal gateways and portals to help users
connect with their energy center.

AFRICAN GODDESS RISING ORACLE
Abiola Abrams
9781401963101 • $19.99
Oracle Deck • AVAILABLE: 10/26/2021
A breathtakingly beautiful oracle of African
goddesses, spirits, queens, and ancestors
from powerful peoples and pantheons from
Africa and throughout the diaspora.
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T he

E arned O ptimism &
B urning B ougainvillea
Kelly Sullivan Walden

During a recent dinner party, my friends and I effused how grateful we were to hug after fifteen months

of lockdown. Amid lively banter, the words “Earned Optimism” leaped from someone’s unmasked mouth. A spirited
discussion erupted. Someone declared, “We’re either born with a rosy disposition or not.” Another asserted, “It’s how
we’re raised.” A third quipped, “It’s the luck of the draw, like Kelly, Miss Sunshine.”

“What? No, I’m not!” I exclaimed. “I appreciate the accusation, but I still have a long way to go. I’ve worked hard for my optimism,
though, and I don’t take it for granted because once upon a time, my relationship with life wasn’t so sunny.”
Just then, my eyes fell upon a bougainvillea in my neighbor’s yard, and I remembered when it took divine intervention—a burning
bush of sorts— to rescue me from my deepening despair.
I was about twenty-five and out for a jog when I heard a car approaching. The driver leered out the window, “Hey Baby, you
look fine in those shorts!”
They slowed to drive alongside me, “Hey Blondie, we’re talking to you!”
My heart raced as I cut a sharp left into a park, sprinting with unusual power where cars could not follow. But, a horrible scrape
of metal flipped my head around. The men were trying to drive into the park! Luckily, the curb wouldn’t allow the lowrider to
pass, and they sped off.
A montage of similar experiences flooded my mind, and I wondered if I’d ever feel safe. Suddenly, I was furious at being made
to feel like prey when I was out for a run, minding my own business. I’d been working full-time in a restaurant and had made a
second full-time job out of therapy, 12-Step Programs, and exploring every mind-body-spirit practice LA had to offer. But instead
of improving, my life was falling apart. On top of it, there was this! I raged at God for making the world so unsafe for women.
“God, if you’re there, I need a sign,” I tantrumed silently, “if you want to keep me on the planet, reveal yourself, NOW!”
Something told me to turn around. And when I did, I was thunderstruck … not by a menace but by the brightest magenta leaves
I’d ever seen. A glorious bougainvillea bush was hyper-bright, lit from within and twirling in the wind. This was no ordinary shrub
— I could feel it reaching out to hug, heal, and reassure me I’d be okay.
The breeze became warm and sweet. My worry about the men washed away. Buoyant energy swayed and danced with me, and
my arms rose as if tied to helium balloons. Tears of joy ran down my cheeks, like cleansing rain mending my punctured heart. I
wondered how I’d never before encountered this spectacle in all the times I’d jogged through this park. Did it just appear today…
for me?
I knew from the setting sun that it was time to go. I didn’t trust that the transcendent
feeling would stay with me when I left the bougainvillea, so I broke off a sprig to carry
with me. As I jogged, I was strangely thankful for being chased into the park so I could
collide with this extraordinary wonder. Mid-stride, I was struck still with the realization:
I’m just like them.
The glorious plant was a gift to behold with my eyes, but that wasn’t enough. I wanted
more. My soul had been so parched that I felt entitled to it. Without asking, I took a
piece, killing a little bit, hoping its life-affirming nature would fill my emptiness. I wasn’t
trying to hurt or traumatize it. To the guys in the lowrider, maybe I was nothing more
than a brightly colored flower, something resplendent to own, to claim, to take.

LUMINOUS HUMANNESS

by Kelly Sullivan Walden
Publisher: Blue Angel Publishing
$25.95, ISBN: 9780648746812

The men and I shared the same pain, born of our mutual disconnection to God/Source/
The Divine, causing us to be vampires, taking vital energy that didn’t belong to us to fill
our aching chasm. We were acting in the hopes that our ‘thievery’ would bring us back
to grace. Strangely, feeling connected to those men made me feel better, not worse, than
I’d felt when I imagined them as separate from me.
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At home, I planted this bright sprig at the front of my apartment, then dashed inside
and opened my journal to record the insights I learned (and earned) from this bizarre
encounter:

1. We're at one with each other—the qualities we admire and the

ones we despise. Even though this can be a bitter pill to swallow,
it's also access to freedom

2. When we strengthen our connection to the Divine within,
we stop trying to feed our spirit without, in all the wrong places.

3. When we cultivate our own bright beauty, we become luminous
in our humanness. Instead of seeking to take, we become bringers of
light who make the world a more heavenly place.

With that, the spell was broken. The cloak of victimhood I’d worn for years—maybe
lifetimes—was finally, gratefully unraveled. In the decades since, I’ve had many
opportunities to put this ‘aha’ to the test. Although the road up the mountain is never
straight, this insight has proven itself, grown stronger, and ultimately crystallized in
my latest book, Luminous Humanness: 365 Ways to Go, Grow, and Glow to
make this your Best Year Yet.
Back at the dinner party, my friends toasted my burning bougainvillea and the notion
that earned optimism, like luminous humanness, is not a golden ticket for a privileged
few. It’s an equal opportunity endeavor for anyone willing to resist the seduction of
victimhood and let the blessings of their own burning bush alchemize their pain.
Even amidst the waves of a ruthless pandemic, we can cultivate radiant insights and
plant them in the soil of our hearts. We can demand our breakthrough, and reveal
our luminous selves, now.
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KELLY SULLIVAN WALDEN is
certified clinical hypnotherapist
whose unique approach to dream
therapy (dream alchemy) has led
her to become a trusted advisor,
coach and consultant, enriching
the lives of countless individuals,
including Fortune 500 executives,
UN ambassadors, celebrities,
entrepreneurs, inner-city kids, and
stay-at-home moms. She is known as
an inspirational speaker/workshop
facilitator and founder of Dream-Life
Coach Training (an online training
program to empower people to
develop dream mastery), the host of
Dreams Unzipped (on iTunes) and Ask
Doctor Dream on Unity Online Radio.

How to Become a Mermaid
Embodying the Elemental Energy of Water
INTRODUCTION
During my childhood, I used to comb the shelves at Barnes and Noble looking for books about people who fell
in love with fish or who met a mermaid queen in their lucid dreams. I did find many books about the folklore and
mythology of mermaids, and these were very enjoyable to read. However, they did not satiate my hunger for a
practical mermaid guide. I was looking for an Owner’s Manual for Mermaids that would tell me how to exist on
planet Earth as a mermaid and meet others like myself, but no such books had been written.
While I was growing up, I tried talking to a few people in my small social circle about how much I loved mermaids
and how I felt like I was a part of their realm. Mostly, I received strange looks and remarks telling me how weird
I was. Sometimes a friend would talk about mermaid makeup or dressing up as a mermaid.
Princess Ariel from Disney’s A Little Mermaid often came up in the conversations, but a large part of me could
not buy into the Disney version of mermaids. Fairy tales and mythology were beautiful to hear about, but the
subject matter felt alien to the true nature of mermaids. There was always some part of me that intuitively
understood that mermaids transcend the ideas of human fashion and literary traditions.
In spite of my conservative upbringing, I always believed in the existence of faeries, mer people, unicorns, and
other mythological beings. As I grew older, I never lost faith in the fact that these creatures exist in a world
parallel to ours. Eventually, I began meeting them.
Mermaids came to me in visions while I relaxed in the bathtub during my early pre-teen years. I found that I felt
most at home in water and would sometimes spend eight or more hours in the bathtub on my free days. I would
often take a good novel with me to read, but it was usually left untouched as I started making contact with real
mermaids from the astral mermaid realm.
After I was able to see them and feel their presence, I asked them to give me teachers who could help me bring
the gifts of the mermaid realm to the people here on Earth. My request was granted.
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needing a physical body. Beings in the astral realm often retain the physical
appearance they had when alive, but they are free to assume other forms.
One aspect of the astral plane is that what you think manifests immediately.
If you think to yourself, “This hurts,” you may suddenly feel pain. And if
you think, “The pain is gone,” then pain will stop. By contrast, on Earth
there is a time lag between thought and reality.
A general rule is that the more similar you are in vibration to something,
the more likely you are to draw it into your life. In the 3rd dimension here
on Earth (where we exist in a physical world shaped by linear time), many of
us still have negative thoughts or beliefs about ourselves or others. Thought
does not instantly become reality here, because in our 3rd dimension we have
the opportunity to correct misaligned beliefs before they manifest.
The 3rd dimension is the training ground for the astral realm. On Earth we
often make mistakes and learn from them. The closer we get to the 4th
dimension (sometimes used synonymously with the astral realm), the quicker
our thoughts become reality.

HOW TO BECOME A MERMAID:
Embodying the Elemental Energy
of Water
by Elyrria Swann
Foreword by William R. Mistele
Publisher: Destiny Books
$14.99, ISBN: 9781644114506

The mermaid realm holds many
treasures such as empathy, depth of
feeling, healing abilities, ecological
consciousness, an inner peace with
the universe, and unconditional love. In
these pages I explain how to cultivate
and to bring to full consciousness
the archetypal mermaid or merman
that exists inside of each of us. I
am here to serve as a channel of
information for this beautiful realm
and to continue learning about how
to master the water element inside
of myself.

CHAPTER 1
What Is a Mermaid and a
Mermaid Kingdom?
Mermaids are elemental beings that
exist on the astral plane. They embody
the vibration of water. A simple way
to think of it is that they are the
personification of the watery element.
If water could talk, then it would be
a mermaid.
The astral realm in simple terms is a
spirit realm. It is a place where souls
can exist as pure energy without
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The astral realm is sometimes referred to as the “emotional realm” because
emotions strongly shape how the world is perceived. The mer people have
mastered their thoughts and emotions to such a degree that they can assist
with the manifestation of dreams and help us get in touch with emotions that
many of us do not fully understand.
The purpose of the mermaid realm is to love and to enrich the water
element in the spirit world. Think of the astral realm as a giant space with
dozens of doors. One door is labeled “dragons” and another is
labeled “faeries” with many other magical doors nearby. Here
also is a gate leading to the stunning realm of mermaids.
It is also possible to create one’s own mermaid kingdom on
the astral plane. Doing so can enhance an individual’s ability to
connect to the mermaid realm. When I discuss how to create a
mermaid kingdom, I mean two different things.
The first way to build a mermaid kingdom is to make one in
the physical world. My bedroom and home are filled with
beautiful tanks of fish and aquatic creatures. They are
physical beings that I bring into my personal space so that
I can have a tangible experience with the water element. I
will discuss the merits of physical interactions with water
creatures and how they can help us connect to the mermaid
realm in a later chapter.
The second way to build a mermaid kingdom is inside of
yourself. By this I mean that you can create your own mermaid
realm without ever buying a single fish tank or silicone mermaid
tail. By inviting astral allies into your space, honing your empathy
skills, and developing “mermaid consciousness,” you can
become an ambassador for mermaids on Earth and align with
everything they represent. The rich, interior world of this second
kind of mermaid kingdom is far more important than the first because
it can be a permanent part of who you are.
This mermaid kingdom takes time to develop. With patience and
perseverance, it is possible to become everything that a mer person is and to
assist the mermaid realm in the magical work of bringing the spirit of the water
element into our world. The process of “building” refers to the internal work
necessary for aligning oneself with the vibration of water and the mermaid realm.

“Like attracts like” in the astral realm and mermaids tend to be near the
vibrations of things that emulate them. This is why mermaid consciousness is
usually easier to sense next to an ocean rather than in the desert. Mermaid
consciousness is present in any form of water, but it intensifies near larger
bodies of water.
Building a mermaid kingdom inside of oneself requires individuals to integrate
water into their aura, spiritual self, and mental self. In other words, if you feel,
perceive, and act like a mermaid or merman, you are more likely to attract their
presence. Mermaids generally do not pick and choose who they associate
with like humans do (based on social hierarchy etc.). Like water, they naturally
flow to an area of least resistance and end up near similar vibrations like two
drops of water becoming one.
Mermaids do not live with physical bodies in our ocean, but in that part of the
astral plane that is parallel to our ocean. It is a dimension that exists within
the physical water on our planet.
Building mermaid kingdoms works best if you have a good understanding of
what water means to humanity. Since mermaids are the energetic ambassadors
for the water element, we need to understand the importance of water in our
spiritual development. Most of us are aware of our physical need for fluids,
but the spiritual integration of water is typically unknown territory. Wearing a
mermaid tail, cultivating wavy mermaid hair, and putting on sparkly makeup
are fun things to do, but the true spirit of mermaids is independent of physical
embellishment. Only your inner self and alignment with the watery element
can provide access to the beautiful and mysterious world of the mermaids.

ELYRRIA SWANN lives in Sedona,
Arizona where she can be found
meditating at vortex sites, mermaiding
in natural rivers and streams, and
serving as an ambassador for the
elemental and extraterrestrial beings
who make contact with her. She
maintains a career in the health
sciences and devotes as much time
as possible to taking care of the land
and natural wildlife in the High Sonoran
Desert.

How to Become a Mermaid by Elyrria Swann © 2021 Destiny Books. Printed with permission from the publisher Inner Traditions International
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The Life and Teaching of a Classic Book

A Fresh Look at Baird T. Spalding’s Spiritual
Landmark in its Second Century

Baird T. Spalding played a ground-breaking role when he introduced the Western
world to the wonders of a Far East expedition in 1894. The knowledge of “Masters” assisting and guiding humanity in the classic book Life and Teaching of the
Masters of the Far East became legend in metaphysical circles during the first half
of the 20th century and continues today as a source of spiritual enlightenment.
Spalding and the others were practical in nature and the thought of spiritual
masters performing miracles seemed impossible. Despite these suspect thoughts,
something compelled them to move onward. So they did.
Originally published as 3 separate volumes, DeVorss Publications is proud
to release these historic books in one edition titled The Journey with a NEW
INTRODUCTION by MITCH HOROWITZ, author of Occult America. It is
within these 3 volumes that Spalding details an expedition that lasted 3 years
and covered the mountainous landscape of Nepal and India near the close of
the 19th century.
From the Introduction, Mitch Horowitz writes,
“American seekers have a long history of chronicling their mentorship to 		
mysterious masters from the East.

Baird T. Spalding

“One of the most impactful American memoirists of tutelage to Far Eastern masters is not necessarily a household
name but his work has surpassed the tests of both popularity and posterity: Baird T. Spalding. A western mining
engineer, seeker, and writer, Spalding began publishing his encounters with Eastern adepts beginning in 1924, and
his six-volume series, Life and Teaching of the Masters of the Far East, became a foundational voice in the literature
of New Age spirituality.
“In Spalding’s era, the term New Age connoted a dawning epoch of spiritual awakening and universal understanding.
The term today has come to reflect a radically ecumenical culture of therapeutic spirituality and open-ended spiritual
search, although not necessarily shedding its earlier connation. If one defines contemporary New Age spirituality
positively, as I do, it would have to be said that Spalding’s enduringly popular works, now in their second century,
helped forge some of the core themes, ethics, and language of New Age culture.
“Readers naturally approach works like Spalding’s with a hunger to know whether they represent empirical truth.
But I measure his accounts, along with the others I’ve mentioned, by whether they convey ethical truth. On that
count, Spalding has earned his posterity.
“Spalding was like a Hermetic messenger who delivered ideals of radical ecumenism, human potential, universal
spirituality, and mind causation to an American public that hungered for such principles but could not find them
within the mainstream religious culture of the day. Spalding also sounded a theme that has retained posterity within
some reaches of alternative spirituality: the ideal of America as a kind of “holy grail” among nations, a place where
the search for meaning was not only protected but vouchsafed as an ancient ideal, and could spread forth into the
rest of the world. Occult scholar Manly P. Hall, in particular, voiced this theme in his classics The Secret Teachings of
All Ages and The Secret Destiny of America. The notion of America’s spiritual purpose, idealized or not, become one
of Spalding’s key legacies.”
This new edition of The Journey: Life and Teaching of the Masters of the Far East Volumes 1-3 now offers features not
found in the original book series. With most literature more than seventy years old, the common practice by writers
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and publishers of that era was to communicate in terms primarily reflecting a masculine tone. As time went by, that
practice started to change, evolving into gender-neutral references that allow all readers to embrace the message on
a personal level. In The Journey, the publishers set out to achieve this style, and if you compare the original editions
of Life and Teaching of the Masters to the Far East with The Journey, you will quickly see that these changes have not
altered the message but rather enhanced the depth of the connection with the reader.
Also, The Journey provides a detailed index of characters, their actions, and specific event locations, something the
avid student will find helpful while tracking the steps of Spalding and the 1894 expedition.

“Today’s culture of spiritual search owes a considerable part of its foundational ideas, lineage, and vocabulary to Spalding’s vision. In that sense, the lifelong prospector, discovered
the gold for which he was searching.” – MITCH HOROWITZ
JOURNEY (THE): Life &
Teachings Of The Masters
Of The Far East, Vols.1-3
595 pages
by Baird T Spalding
Publisher: DeVorss & Co
$27.95, ISBN:9780875169149
Available November 2021

Includes a complete index
of characters and locations
not found in any other
Spalding book.
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YOUR CONSCIENCE –
The Key to Solving
All of Life’s Challenges
By Jennifer Masters

In your daily search for solutions to challenges large and small, do you look
to your Conscience first—or last?
Leonard Perlmutter’s new book, YOUR CONSCIENCE, offers
readers an easy-to-understand introduction to the human mind. But why
should you care? Why is this book different? And why is an understanding of
the mind, and the role of the Conscience, so critical in this moment? Because
it is only when you understand how your mind works that you can learn to use it
differently. And as we continue to grapple with the pandemic, the most politically divisive environment in generations, and the climate crisis (to name
just a few of our most serious challenges,) it has never been more clear that
we need to think differently.
This short, profound book can help. It offers simple tools to access
our unlimited wisdom and creativity, tools we never learned in school. Imagine the potential for renewal if an entire generation gained the confidence to know
what’s to be done and what’s not to be done in every moment, no matter what the
challenge. This is the freedom that comes from a reliance on the Conscience.
YOUR CONSCIENCE presents a model to manage stress and find
joy that you can test in your own life with guidance from a loving teacher.
Leonard Perlmutter is that teacher. Tara Brach, Dean Ornish MD, Bernie
Siegel MD, Ayurvedic Physician Vasant Lad and others have offered their
endorsements. But please, spend a few moments reading the following
excerpts to experience for yourself the powerful and nourishing wisdom
contained on every page.
From the Introduction
A problem cannot be solved
on the level at which it appears.
It must be solved on a higher level.

"Albert Einstein"
“We live in challenging times. Whether it is the affairs of the world
or a more private struggle that disturbs your peace, solutions can feel elusive.
Some days are better than others, of course, when kindness and grace and
insight appear––like those brilliant shafts of light we see when the sun pierces
a thick cloud. But some days are worse, when fear and anxiety overwhelm,
and there is no light in sight, at least not in your corner of the world.

Leonard Perlmutter
Each of us faces challenges
every day, large and small: health,
job stress, difficult family relationships, finances, education, violence,
prejudice in all its hurtful forms, and
more. As Einstein so wisely advised,
we cannot solve these problems by
relying on the same kind of thinking
that got us into trouble in the first
place. In other words, we must seek
a higher knowledge. I know you are
not Einstein––neither am I––but each
one of us, including you, already has access to the source of the greater wisdom
and creativity we need to solve life’s most
difficult challenges. This book is meant
to help you discover, assimilate and
employ that wisdom.
This wisdom is accessible to
all, but given the predictable habit patterns of human beings, this treasure
has indeed been well hidden – deep
within the core of every one of us.
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The last place we humans look for
solutions is within ourselves. Instead,
we look everywhere else––to religion
and philosophy, technology, politics,
art, education, sex, food, sleep,
travel, consumerism, psychological
therapies, a variety of addictive substances, this or that person, this or
that hobby or profession. Yet again
and again, with each well-meaning
effort, we come away no better off
than we were. We still have not
found a reliable method of accessing
and utilizing the highest wisdom to
resolve life’s issues––both simple and
complex. And in the process, we deplete our energy and remain in pain.
We may have accepted pain
as a familiar, unwelcome companion
for years, but at a certain point we
begin to recognize that if we always
do what we’ve always done, we’ll
always get what we always got. That
honest assessment prepares us to
examine our lives, and to discover
new possibilities that can bring us
the purpose, freedom and happiness
we deeply desire. Through that new
clarity of vision, we arrive at a point
of openness to change.

Perhaps that time is now, for you.
Perhaps you are coping with a serious illness. Perhaps you’ve graduated from high school or college, and don’t know what comes next. Maybe
you just retired. Or maybe you have questions about gender or sexual orientation. Maybe you have been working for decades to realize “a more perfect
union,” and you are simply exhausted. Perhaps someone you love dearly
has recently died. Perhaps you lost your job, and you’re trying to figure out
what you’re meant to do in this world. Maybe you still have a job, but it’s
not rewarding. Or you don’t have enough money to pay your bills, much
less to buy the things that would make life more comfortable. Perhaps you
can’t sleep because you’re habitually plagued by worry. Perhaps you have
recently broken up with your partner, or perhaps your partner has recently
broken up with you.
Maybe you feel like you are (mostly) doing fine, but you can’t shake
the feeling that something is just a little “off”––that there’s something missing,
something more meaningful to be found in life. Or perhaps, for no reason
you can identify, you felt a little spark of curiosity when your eyes landed
on this book, and rather than ignore it, you chose to pause and honor that
little spark.
Whatever the reason, I am glad you are here.
From the Call to Humanity
Dare to know!
Have the courage to use your own intelligence.

"Immanuel Kant"
“I wrote this book to address a crisis in education.
Many of us, no matter when we graduated from high school,
were only educated to memorize and recite information. Perhaps a truly
skilled teacher taught us critical thinking skills. But it is highly unlikely
that we learned to develop the practical and creative tools that reliance on the
Conscience can provide. As a result, we are ignorant of our own innate,
brilliant human capacity to make the wise and kind decision in every
circumstance. The Conscience gives us the confidence to know what’s
to be done and what’s not to be done, no matter what challenge we
face. But our ignorance of the power of the Conscience blinds us and
leads to suffering.
The relentless onslaught of information from our mobile devices, cable news, emails, and social media feeds adds yet another layer
of stress and anxiety we are not equipped to manage. At an alarming
rate, bits of new data challenge our security and titillate the pleasure
centers in our brains, driving us to make snap decisions that lead to fear,
anger, disease and even death. Technology may have changed how we
were taught and how we stay connected to one another, but it has not
addressed this serious deficit in our collective education.

YOUR CONSCIENCE: The Key To
Unlock Limitless Wisdom & Creativity
& Solve All Of Life's Challenges
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At this auspicious moment, an openness to embracing new (and old)
ideas from beyond our present cultural matrix can bring us the sustenance
and growth we desperately need and desire. Our modern American culture
now faces a golden opportunity to go beyond its impoverished rigidity, superstition, blind customs and dogma to attain the spiritual and philosophical
wealth necessary to solve all of life’s challenges.

and resolve that will help you make
other skillful choices about issues that
might not be quite as obvious. You’re
in training. We all are. The important
thing is to start somewhere.

Today, a new reliance on our Conscience as our guide can make it
possible for each of us to access and integrate intuitive wisdom, and to establish greater personal security, creativity and peace of mind. As we experiment
with the profound gifts of the Conscience to determine our thoughts, words
and actions, we are destined to become both prophets and beneficiaries of
our own Super Conscious Wisdom. For this noble endeavor, learning how
to use the infinite resources of the Conscience is not simply a good idea, it
is a dire necessity.”

you already know is not nourishing. If you can’t give up a whole
cookie today, try giving up half a
cookie––just for the sake of the
experiment.
Experiment with stepping away
from your phone for an hour each
day. You could try this while you
are working or eating. Is there a
difference if you can still see the
phone (even if it is not within
reach) compared to when it’s in
another room?
Before you engage in a difficult
conversation, pause and take five
deep breaths. If you don’t have
time for this because the person
is standing right in front of you,
take one deep breath before
speaking. Notice how that one
breath changes the energy between you and the other person.
Choose one small daily chore,
like brushing your teeth, and
when you perform that chore,
give it your full attention. When
you notice your mind has wandered away from what you are
doing, gently bring it back.
Practice smiling. The sages tell
us that cheerfulness is the most
powerful mantra. Look for one
extra opportunity to smile every
day, even if you are just smiling
to yourself in the mirror.”

1. Eat and drink less of the stuff

2.

From the First Aid Kit for Worries
“Worry is neither genuine concern nor creative problem solving.
Worry is our animal nature’s insistence that some unexamined fear will lead
to loss. Compulsive worrying is the misuse of our sacred energy. Yet to one
extent or another, we all worry about what the future might or might not
hold. How alluring that unending train of hypothetical “what ifs!” What if
this should happen? What if that should happen? And what if neither happens?
Far too often, our concerns even prevent us from getting a good night’s sleep.
And the more attention we give our worries, the worse we feel—physically,
mentally, emotionally and spiritually. This need not be the case.
Why? Because if you are a person who worries a great deal, it means
that you are a very wealthy individual. Your worries and fears represent a
powerful natural resource, if you learn how to use your Conscience as a mechanism for transformation. Imagine for a moment that you’ve discovered a vast
deposit of gold ore in your backyard. Without employing a mining operation and processing plant, you’d never benefit from your potential wealth.
Similarly, without an understanding of your own mind, you’d never be able
to turn your worries into usable energy, will power and creativity. Leonard
Perlmutter’s new book, Your Conscience, explains the four functions of the
mind and teaches you to coordinate them to listen to wisdom of the Conscience—thereby transforming that energy of worry and helping you reach
your highest potential.”
From the Top 10 List of Experiments with the Conscience

3.

4.

5.

“I am convinced that each one of us is intimately familiar with the
function of the mind we know as the Conscience. I believe we know when
we are following its wisdom. When we make a skillful choice regarding what
we eat, we know. When we are kind to another human being, we know. When
we spread love rather than fear or anger, we know. And when we do the opposite, we also know.

Jennifer Masters served as editor for
Leonard Perlmutter’s book, YOUR
CONSCIENCE. A professional writer for over 25 years, she has worked in
multiple industries including healthcare, education, and the arts.

One of the ways we know we have acted skillfully is that we feel
better—whether it is physically, mentally, emotionally, or spiritually. How do
you feel after you eat a fresh, wholesome lunch? How about after a double
hamburger, fries and a soda? How do you feel when you volunteer your time
in service to others? How about after a Saturday afternoon spent channel
surfing while lying on the sofa? You know. We all know.

All materials from YOUR CONSCIENCE
are © Leonard Perlmutter. All rights reserved.

Here are a few suggestions for those who genuinely want to make a
change, but are not sure how to begin. Each time you experiment with making a wise choice by listening to the Conscience, you are building strength
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HEARTICULATIONS
Excerpts And Passages
by author Jeff Brown

"There is a time
to rescue another,
and a time to turn
our attention to
ourselves."

There is a time to rescue another, and a time
to turn our attention to ourselves. Years ago, I was

confronted with a situation with a friend who had spiraled, yet again,
into a drug and homelessness trip. It had happened many times before,
and I had always put my life on hold to rescue them. This pattern had
deep roots in my survivalist family history. This time, I contacted a
spiritual teacher—Ram Dass—and he said the one thing that finally
broke the back of this pattern: “The most you can do for all of us, is
to become all you are meant to become.” Both because of his words,
and because of where I was at on my path, I was just ready to listen.
And, so, for the first time, I stopped the rescue missions and got
back to what called me. Years later, that same person overcame their
challenges, and said, and I paraphrase: “There wasn’t a thing you could
have done for me, until I decided if I wanted to live, or die. You were
wasting your time, and actually keeping me from the abyss I needed
to confront in order to make that decision.” Simply put, some of us
don’t want to be here, and will inevitably find a way to leave. Others
will choose to be here, but not until they are at the very end of their
rope. Rescuing may be the right thing in one context, and the thing
that enables and perpetuates their suffering in another. Sometimes
they need your help, and sometimes they need to be left alone, to face
the abyss. Sometimes they have a choice to make. Let them make it.

˜

It’s not all in your head. It’s all in your heart. It’s all in your feet. It’s all
in your hips. It’s all in your shoulders. It’s all in your breath. It’s all in your
body. Anything unattended to, unresolved, unhealed, and unprocessed
lives in your tissues, your cells, your musculature. It may be manifest
in your thinking, but it doesn’t begin there. The mind does not source
itself—the body does. The trick is to not try to shift your thinking from
within the mind itself. You can’t. You may be able to subdue it there,
but you won’t be able to resolve it. Because the troubling thoughts are
merely a symptom of the deeper issues. They are a reflection of our
emotional holdings and constricted musculature. They emanate from
the fleshy trauma tunnels that we dug in order to survive this world.

Jeff Brown is a breakthrough voice in the
self-help/spirituality field, and the author
of seven popular books: Soulshaping: A
Journey of Self-Creation, Ascending with
Both Feet on the Ground, Love It Forward,
An Uncommon Bond, Spiritual Graffiti,
Grounded Spirituality, and Hearticulations. A popular presence in social media,
Jeff’s new terms and well-loved quotes
became a phenomenon some years ago,
and have been shared in social media by
Sophie Gregoire Trudeau, Brain Games
host Jason Silva, actress Chrissy Metz,
songstresses Fergie, Alanis Morissette
and LeAnn Rimes. You can connect with
his offerings at jeffbrown.co.
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HEARTICULATIONS: On Love,
Friendship & Healing
by Jeff Brown
Publisher: Enrealment Press
$19.95, ISBN13:9781988648057

Many of us sit in the waiting room
of awakening for decades, waiting
impatiently for our new birth. Yet
it never arrives, because we are
looking for it where it isn’t—within
the mind, itself. Babies aren’t born
that way. You have to go down
into the depths of the body to
bring a new birth to life. Down,
down, down...into the alchemical
chambers of new thought—YOUR
MAGNIFICENT BODY. This is
where we are born again.

˜

The humanism bypass. I
did it for years. I saw glimpses
of someone’s potential, their
beautiful soul, their loving heart,
and told myself that this was
who they truly were, ignoring
all the rest. But the rest was no
illusion—it was them, too. The rest
was where they lived most of the
time. The rest was what destroyed.
This self-destructive pattern was
birthed in two places: One, my
deep desire to see the best in my
difficult parents. Not for them,
but for me. I needed to believe
that there was something kind and
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caring living inside of them. Two,
a misplaced projection from my
own self-concept work. I held the
belief in my own potential, as a
way of overcoming the shame I
carried. But I made the mistake of
assuming that everyone else was
just as eager to find their light. Of
course we all have innate glowing
potential. At the core, we are all
magnificent beings with profound
capacities. But how many of us
fully actualize it? At this stage of
human development, not so many.
The trick is to hold the space for
two things at once: a deep belief in
everyone’s possibilities, and a deep
regard for your own well-being.
It’s okay to pray for everyone’s
liberation without joining them
in prison. Pray from outside the
prison walls, while taking exquisite
care of yourself. It’s okay—you
can’t do the work for them anyway.

˜

Not everyone will heal in
this lifetime. It’s important that
we accept and understand this.
The perpetual emphasis on
acknowledging and healing trauma
is a beautiful thing, but it’s not
for everyone. Because some of us
don’t have the capacity to heal.
Some can’t even get out of bed,
because of the weight of their
pain and the complexity of their
trauma. Too much has happened,
and there is no possibility of
transformation. This is very hard
to accept in our toxic positivity
culture, one where trauma is the
new buzz word, and where people
forget that they are not walking in
someone else’s shoes. Just because
you were able to heal parts of your
past, doesn’t mean everyone can
heal parts of theirs. We have
all lived in a trauma-inducing
culture. Some of us didn’t make
it through in one piece. That’s a
fact. And if we can just accept

this, and honor and comfort them
as they are without any effort to
‘heal’ them, we actually stand a
chance of co-creating the kind of
trauma-sensitive world that avoids
this level of suffering altogether.
Because trauma is perpetuated by
insensitivity. Our tendency to turn
a blind eye to the truth of people’s
suffering, to shame them for not
healing, to blame it on their karma
and their choices, is precisely the
dissociative consciousness that
perpetuates the trauma cycle.
Better to accept people right
where they are. Better to provide
comfort to the fallen ones. That
alone will heal the world.

˜

It is a very confusing time to
be a man. I am encouraged to dearmor and soften, but if I open too
much, I find myself ill-prepared to
manage the workplace and the still
edgy elements of society. It is still
a survivalist world, after all. And if
I don’t open at all, I live without
real intimacy and I am at risk of all
manner of disease—the emotional
and physical illnesses that emanate
from a closed heart and rigid
musculature. So I seek to find a
balance, a gradual transformation,
recognizing that real change
takes real time, and that I cannot
transmute my warrior conditioning
overnight.
Three things that have helped
me to open, while still maintaining
my solidity are: (1) Conscious
Armoring: That is, learning the
difference between an open and
armored state, and developing a
practice of only putting on my
emotional armor when I know
it’s truly necessary. Not as a
matter of habit, but as a matter
of necessity. And, remembering to
de-armor when I no longer need
it. (2) Shedding emotional (and
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physical) holdings at a measured
and humane pace. That is, owning
any baggage that I carry, steadily
learning the tools I need to release
it, and creating space in my life—
when realistic—to let some of it go.
One release at a time. (3) Trying
new ways of being on for size. That
is, granting myself permission to
expand beyond my habitual ways
of moving through the world and
within my own body. For example,
allowing myself to relate to others
with more tenderness, being
more receptive in relationships,
exploring surrender and selfrevealing as a way of being,
learning what it’s like to not tough
my way through life.
Intrinsic to this process is a
necessary willingness to confront
the internalized shame I experience
when I do not respond in typically
‘manly’ ways to people and situations.
Perhaps more than anything—these
internalized judgments impede my
transformation—because their
roots are so very deep in the male
psyche. The key is to allow myself
to voice the judgments, to return
to my traditional ways as often as I
need to, before adventuring outward
again in a different way. It’s going
to take centuries to transform the
male psyche in a more enheartened
direction. One person can only do so
much, and, at the same time, every
step is significant. When I make a
small step in the direction of a new
paradigm, I feel like I am carrying
a whole crew of ancestors along
with me. I can almost hear them
breathing a sigh of relief, “Thank
you Jeffrey—that armor was damn
heavy.
It’s nice to finally surrender...”

˜

I often hear people say that
anger is not the real emotion. That
below it is always grief, or sadness,

or some other feeling. This is
sometimes true, but it’s been my
experience that it is not always
true. Often our primary emotion
is anger, and it signals that we have
been violated in ways that matter.
It’s as real as real gets. Imagine
yourself as a perfect circle. You
are intact. Now, imagine yourself
being violated by someone, or by
something that happens to you.
You become angry. Now you
have a choice. You can express
it, if possible, thereby preserving
the integrity of your being. Your
circle is still intact. Or, you can
bury it, and watch as it undermines
the integrity of your beingness. If
there are too many dents in your
beingness, it becomes very difficult
to function healthily in your life.
You end up hobbling through life
as a dented circle. The only way
to restore your integrity, is to push
that dent back out. Not violently,
unless self-defense is necessary,
but assertively, expressively, with
vigor. In other words, you own that
you are angry, and you take action
to release and express your rightful
rage. Anger is a sacred force
when it is honored authentically,
without needless destruction. It is
a legitimate emotion that signals
that you have been violated. Don’t
carry it, bury it, or ferry it from
place to place. Express it.

˜

Even if we have not had our
needs met by our parents for
decades, we often go back for
more. It is a deep hunger to finally
be nurtured, seen, and loved by
those who brought us into being.
But it has been my experience that
those who cannot meet our needs
seldom change. Not because they
don’t want to, but because they
just aren’t up to the task. They
don’t have it in them. They are in
too much pain themselves. If you

are someone who keeps going back
for more, you have to stop. You are
holding yourself hostage. It’s no
longer them—it’s now you. It’s the
unconscious hope to finally feel
seen and loved that is holding you
back. The key to your liberation is
to finally see them for who they
are. Really see them, the way you
want to be seen. See them in their
fullest context, their woundedness,
their limitations. Once you do, you
no longer imagine them as adults
capable of meeting your needs.
Because they aren’t. They’re lost
children, stumbling over their own
patterns and conditioning. They
can’t meet your needs because
nobody ever met theirs.
Of course, reaching this
stage of awareness is no easy
feat, because you have to achieve
this without getting what you
needed from them to grow
developmentally. It’s a kind of
catch-22, one that requires that
you fully see them as the fractured
humans that they are, with no part
of you imagining them as intact
adults with something to offer you.
It’s a monumental and difficult
step. But it’s the only step you
can take. And when you take it—I
mean, really take it—you become
free to get those needs met by
those who can actually meet them.

You become free to
truly live.
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A Conversation with
Bessel van der Kolk, M.D.
Author of The Body Keeps The Score: Brain,
Mind, and Body in the Healing of Trauma

Q. You’ve been working with traumatized children and adults for many years and have seen significant changes in
how mental illness and trauma are treated. What have you learned from neuroscience, attachment research, and
interpersonal neurobiology about how to help children and adults recover from toxic stress?
A. Trauma is ubiquitous in our society. Over 500,000 children are reported for abuse and neglect each year. One out of four
Americans reports having been left with bruises after having been hit as a child, one out of five was sexually molested, one out of
eight has witnessed severe domestic violence, and a a quarter grew up with alcoholism or drug addiction. Almost every inmate in
our prison system, by far the largest in the world, has a serious history of prior trauma. Half a million women are raped each year,
half of them before they are adolescents.
These experiences leave traces on people’s biology and identity and have devastating social consequences–medical illnesses, problems
with school and work performance, drug addiction and a variety of psychiatric illness. In fact, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention calculate that childhood trauma is our single largest public health issue—more costly than cancer or heart disease—and
one that is largely preventable by early prevention and intervention.
In order to overcome trauma people need to feel safe enough to open up their hearts and minds to others and become engaged
with new possibilities. This can only be done if trauma survivors, and their communities, are helped to confront and confess the
reality of what has happened and are helped to feel safe again. In many non-Western cultures this involves communal rhythmical
activities, such as dancing, athletics, and collective prayer. Communal rituals of acknowledgment, support, and repentance can
play a substantial role in healing from trauma.
Treatments that focus solely on decreasing a few PTSD symptoms, or on drugs to obliterate feelings, ignore the importance of
integrating the traumatic experience in the overall arc of one’s life, and they fail to help survivors reconnect with their communities.
The scientific evidence for the efficacy of these therapies, while widely promulgated and practiced, is, in fact, quite disappointing.
Probably the most important challenge in recovering from trauma is learning to regulate oneself. We can activate this innate
capacity by utilizing breath, touch, movement, and rhythmical engagement with one’s fellow human beings, such as yoga, tai chi,
and dancing, methods that are not widely utilized in medical settings or in school systems.
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Q. In your book you talk about the effect of trauma on the brain. What changes occur in the brain in response to
trauma? What happens when someone experiences a flashback?
A. Neuroscience research has shown that traumatized individuals are prone to activate brain areas involved in fear perception,
and to have deficits in the areas involved in filtering out relevant from irrelevant information, as well as in the perception of bodily
sensations. These changes do not occur in the rational part of the brain, and do not really seem to benefit merely from being
aware of the error of one’s ways.
The impact of trauma is located in the survival part of the brain, which does not return to baseline after the threat is over. This part
of the brain is by definition unreasonable—you do not stop being hungry by reminding yourself how fat you are, and it’s pretty
difficult to talk yourself out of being angry, shut down, or in love.
One of the most devastating effects of trauma is that people’s biology changes into a biology of threat; this is expressed on multiple
levels, in stress hormones, immunology and what the brain selects to pay attention to. The intrinsic reward system changes, as do
“attractors”—what turns you on or leaves you cold. As a consequence, traumatized people stay on hyper alert; they feel chronically
unsafe and in danger, and they have problems feeling calm and enjoying the moment and they are out of touch with their surroundings.
Trauma can make it difficult to have comfortable reciprocal relationships with one’s children, partners, and coworkers.
Through brain imaging technology, we can visualize how traumatized people even have problems processing ordinary, nonthreatening information, which makes it difficult to fully engage in daily life and to learn from experience. As a result, they are
frazzled, unfocused, and tend to repeat the same nonproductive behavior patterns, with the same miserable results.
Trauma affects the entire human organism–thinking, feeling, relationships, and the housekeeping of one’s body. Trauma survivors
are vulnerable to a host of medical illnesses and chronic pain syndromes, insomnia, drug and alcohol addiction, depression, obesity,
and other issues related to optimal functioning of the entire organism, and the capacity for self regulation and self-care.
Q. What do you wish more people understood about trauma?
A. First of all, is important to understand is how ubiquitous trauma is in our society, what devastating effects it has on family
life, workplace productivity, the facility to learn and take initiative, the ability to stay calm and focused, and the capacity to be
compassionate with one’s fellow man.
As a society we cannot afford to ignore trauma and keep our heads in the sand. There are, in fact, countries where governments
have taken the science of trauma (and its prevention and treatment) seriously, with results to prove how well that works. For
example, Norway has fifty-one citizens per hundred thousand in jail; the US, 951. Their students also have higher test scores and
higher graduation rates from high school and college, and their society has a fraction of our crime rate.
I think that the general public tends to associate trauma with the military and terrorism, but the vast majority of traumas occur
within families, schools, and neighborhoods, the very people whom they depend on for safety and security. Most traumatized
women and children, for example, are traumatized by their intimates.

PICTURED:
Author Bessel van der Kolk, M.D.

Another important issue is that trauma has a different impact, depending on the age and relative
maturity of the affected individual. The brains of traumatized kids develop in a “use-dependent”
manner—they become experts in dealing with threat, and have problems with self-regulation,
play, and the sort of imaginative creativity that is necessary to become productive members
of society.
Trauma is a deeply communal problem: we are fundamentally social animals, and trauma
profoundly affects people’s capacity to get along with others and be a cooperative and enjoyable
member of the tribe.
Q. You have worked with war veterans and at the beginning of your career worked
with Vietnam vets before PTSD was an official diagnosis. What do you think
of the current prescribed treatment by the Veteran Affairs office for trauma?
A. I currently treat only a few veterans and I am not intimately familiar with what is happening
at the Veterans Administration. The VA is a pretty closed system—people who work at the VA
rarely attend my workshops or lectures, or those of my close colleagues.
I hear that their main focus is on cognitive behavioral treatments, and on desensitizing people
to their memories. These treatments, research shows, are not particularly effective. That is
not surprising, given that being traumatized is not an issue of faulty cognition—the problems
emanate from parts of the brain that have little to do with cognition.
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The biggest problem for veterans is to fully engage in their current lives. The Body Keeps the Score provides a number of ways
to re-engage—some are ancient, like yoga, theater, and martial arts, while others, like neurofeedback, are based on the latest
advances in neuroscience.
Doctors at the VA and the DoD prescribe vast amounts of drugs, even though there is scant evidence that drugs significantly help
traumatic stress. Drugs can obscure posttraumatic symptoms but not resolve them.
This issue is even more concerning in the treatment of traumatized children. The poorer you are the more likely it is that you will
be given psychiatric drugs to control your behavior. These drugs can have devastating effects on children’s capacity to learn, engage
and feel good in their bodies.
Q. What benefits does yoga offer patients in treatment? Are they universal?
A. Yoga is just one of many time-honored ways to help people experience ownership of their bodies and to feel safe and in control.
Our most recent research study on this subject showed that yoga had better results than any drug studies so far for PTSD. That
is not to say that everybody should practice yoga—one size never fits all—but every trauma survivor would do well to engage in
practices that increases their inner bodily sense of control, safety, and flexibility.
In order to overcome trauma we have to befriend and be in touch with ourselves—our sensations and our emotions. Neuroscience
research has shown that the only way we can consciously access that disturbed survival brain is through our interoceptive pathways—
through the part of the brain that helps us to feel what is going on deep inside of ourselves.
Q. What do you hope to accomplish with The Body Keeps the Score? What do you want readers to take away from it?
A. I hope that all traumatized individuals, and their loved ones, will find this book helpful for comfort, understanding, and guidance.
That politicians and policy makers will read this book to help them understand the devastating effects of early deprivation and
punitive school systems on the health and welfare of our country, as well as the predictable consequences of putting our young
men and women in harm’s way.
That parents of adopted kids will understand what their children are dealing with, and serve as a guide to solutions.
That educators and school systems will implement trauma-based interventions for children who come from abuse and neglect,
and thereby become agents of change to help all children become productive
members of society. My greatest hope is that all school systems will teach the
four R’s: reading, writing, rhythmatic, and self-regulation. That from K to 12 all
kids will be taught to experience how they can regulate themselves though their
breath, movements, and synchronized interactions with others, and learn how
their bodies, brains, and minds react to overwhelming stress with recognizable
patterns that can be managed through self-regulation practices, more than with
drugs or alcohol.
That it will inspire our armed forces to become as expert in helping returning
warriors to once again become peaceful and productive civilians, as they are in
transforming adolescents into members of magnificent fighting units.
That physicians will appreciate the role of trauma in the disintegration of bodily
systems, and learn what they can do about it.
That mental health professionals will acknowledge the relationship between
trauma, drug addiction, and numerous psychiatric “disorders” and incorporate
effective trauma treatments in their practice.
That law enforcement and criminal justice personnel will read it to understand
their own responses, and that of the people they are dealing with.
That psychiatrists will integrate the scientific knowledge that our brains are meant
to help us cooperate and thrive in a community, and realize that their job is to
help patients deal with the devastating effects of trauma on mind, brain, and body.
I hope that this book will help us all acknowledge the fact that our zip code has
a more profound effect on health and well-being then our genetic code. In short,
the goal of this book is to help us to become a trauma-informed society that will
confront and deal with our largest public health issue: psychological trauma.

THE BODY KEEPS THE SCORE
by Bessel van der Kolk, M.D.
Publisher: Penguin Books
$19.00, ISBN: 9780143127741
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The Gifts of Grief
By Elisa Donovan

W

hen we are grieving, it can feel like we are shutting down. As if all
parts of us are withdrawing, and we retreat far away from the world
that we’d previously inhabited, a world that made sense to us. And
that may be true. But I think that, simultaneously, we are experiencing an
opening. For the withdrawal is also a removal of the interference and the
distraction of everyday life, a distraction that often muffles our deeper connections and stifles the soul’s voice. I believe that, in some way, grief allows
us to get quiet and find a stillness. And in that motionlessness the whispers
of spirit can come through and we are clear enough to hear them.
My first personal experience with death was when I was eight years old and
my grandmother died. Her favorite flowers were African violets, a fondness
for which my mother shared. My mom was never very good at keeping plants
alive (I grew up with a lot of dead ferns hanging around), so when the African
violet in our kitchen started to brown and wilt on the same day that Grandma
died, I didn’t think much of it. But then, a week later when we returned from
her funeral, miraculously, the flower was in full bloom again—as if it had
been replaced by a new one. I remember my mom catching her breath when
we walked into our kitchen to be greeted by this flower, now vibrant purple
and thriving. Mom said simply, “Grandma’s here.” I didn’t understand then
what she meant then. But I certainly do now.

Elisa Donovan, known as an actress
for her roles in Clueless, Beverly Hills
90210, and Sabrina the Teenage Witch,
graduated from Eugene Lang College
at The New School University in NYC,
where she studied dramatic literature,
acting, and writing. She has been a Celebrity Mom Blogger for people.com and
is the narrator of the bestsellers Lean In
and Option B. The film version of Wake
Me When You Leave is in development
and will be her directorial debut. Elisa
lives in San Francisco with her husband
and daughter.

To me, part of the reason these kinds of connections with our loved ones in
spirit are so powerful is because there is no interference. That static has been
removed. I look at them like direct, pure, unadulterated communications. In
all of my experiences with this, as varied as the details may have been— the
who, the what, the where, the when—there is always a consistency to the
way it feels. Like a pure, all-encompassing sensation that is more powerful
than anything I’ve experienced in the physical world alone.
I’ve had lost loved ones reach out to me in varying ways. Through music,
through other people, through psychics, through dreams, through random
acts in the physical world. When I was writing my book Wake Me When You
Leave, a memoir about losing my father to cancer, I felt the nudges from
him constantly. Sometimes these were in small ways, like a brief sensation, a
sense of ease or peace washing over me. Sometimes these were very concrete
and jarring ways, via otherwise inexplicable events.
I remember writing about one of the visitation dreams I had with my father.
The dream opens with a girl walking a horse on a sidewalk in a sort of idyllic
suburban neighborhood. A horse on a sidewalk in the physical world is a
somewhat unusual sight, but in the dream it was nothing out of the ordinary
at all. At the time I was writing that chapter, we lived across the street from
an elementary school in a flat in the Marina district of San Francisco. This
part of the city has a sort of suburban feel— no traffic lights, only stop signs
and relatively quiet, wide streets. I would write in our living room that had
a big picture window overlooking the street outside.
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At this particular moment I was
feeling discouraged about the whole
project— the book and the film associated with it that I was trying to get
off the ground. I remember shutting
the computer and saying out loud,
“This is just never going to happen.
Horses on the sidewalk?! This is stupid and no one will get it. What am
I thinking?!” Tears were starting to
well up, when I heard a strange sound
coming from outside on the street.
I thought it sounded like… horses’
hooves on pavement. I couldn’t and
didn’t believe my ears. The sound got
louder and louder, and I looked out
that window and sure enough, there
they were: not one but two policemen
on horseback, one walking in the
middle of the street and one on the
sidewalk. Needless to say, there were
never horses in our neighborhood
(nor were there ever policemen, for
that matter). In fact, I had never seen
a horse anywhere in the city whatsoever. I jumped up, flabbergasted
and mouth agape, as I watched them
mosey on down the block like it was
the most natural thing in the world.
Clip clop, clip clop. I felt that allencompassing sensation throughout
my body, flushing through me. A
heightened yet softened reality, and
I sat back down with a reassurance.
And kept writing.

Elisa Donovan's Journals
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I often picture my father on the
other side laughing with a kind of
giddy glee. Like he’s urging me to
let go of my tedious frustrations and
fly— to understand that there is so
much more than this physical world
we inhabit. I think our loved ones in
spirit long to reach us to share with
us the peace and clarity to which
they’ve moved on. To help ease our
struggles in this life and free us from
the multitude of attachments that we
cling to within it. And, the companionship their spirits can provide us
while we walk the path of this life is an
unrivaled kind of support. They can
help us to know we are being looked
after. That we are okay. That we are
enough. That we are free. Although
there is a huge emptiness that we feel
when our loved ones die, I do believe
that isn’t really the end. I don’t mean
to disregard the deep feelings of loss,
for I think sitting with the stages of
grief is vital for moving through and
beyond them. For me, going through
that painful process is how I eventually came to give it, and consequently
my own life, greater meaning.
Sometimes it still makes me sad to
think of all of the things that my dad
has missed in my life. Don’t go, Dad!
Not yet…It gets really good. But then
I remember that he probably hasn’t
missed anything at all. He’s been with
me the whole time.

WAKE ME WHEN YOU LEAVE:
Love & Encouragement Via
Dreams From The Other Side
by Elisa Donovan
Publisher: Llewellyn Publications
$16.99, ISBN:9780738768205

How to Manifest a Stress-Less
Lifestyle in 5 Simple Steps
What do you need to make your life a little bit easier?
Have you tried schedules, weekly menus, alarms on your phone -- and my
favourite -- writing reminders on your hand? Are you always running late,
over-promising, and wanting to fit as much as possible into one day?
The stress-less life may seem like the beach holiday that is too far away. But
what if you could blend the beach holiday with your day-to-day existence?
Successful manifesting occurs when you offer your desires to the universe and
watch them land mysteriously in your world. Manifesting is not a new concept
– in fact, there are many books and movies on the subject. The practice is also
known as “Law of Attraction”, the idea that we are creating our existence, and
by focusing our thoughts in certain areas, we can change our way of living.
So how do we connect manifesting with your stress-less life? Let’s break this
down into bite size chunks.

1.
THE INTUITIVE ADVENTURE: The Magic of
Following Where Your Soul Leads

What if you are exactly where you are meant to be, all the time? There
would be no such thing as tardiness, wrong turns, or mistakes. One time,
I was six minutes late to a dental appointment and was lectured by a nurse.
After that, if there was anyone who was terrified of being late, it was me.

I changed my thinking and asked the universe for assistance. Now if I am
late, there is no downside. In fact, there is a benefit. For example, once my
daughter ran late for her ballet class. I was agitated, she was upset. When
we arrived fifteen minutes late for her class, we found the students seated
while the teacher explained all the necessary steps for an upcoming exam -- an exam my daughter would not attend
anyway. Indeed, it appears the reason for my lateness now brings a little smile to my face.

by Shannon Cox, Illustrated by: Natalie O'Brien
Publisher: REDFeather Mind, Body, Spirit
$16.99, ISBN: 9780764361937

2.

A great tool I use all the time is “The Universe To-Do List”: I pass off some items on my to-do list over to the
Universe. The way the tasks get done still leaves me in wonder. It might be my husband mentioning folded the
laundry without prompt or my boss postponing a meeting I have not prepared for.
When our bathroom badly needed renovation, the landlord offered to cover the cost of replacing the bath and
shower. All that was left was the old toilet and floor tiles, but my husband soon realized we only had enough money
to cover the cost of the tile. As the builder tiled, the toilet broke! Thankfully, the landlord offered to cover the cost
of replacing the toilet.
Relax, grab a piece of paper, and write down all the chores that need a hand. Release your process of achieving &
trust that somehow, you will get the assistance you need.

3.

Daily Intentions is another useful tool. Before you get out of bed in the
morning, think about what you would like to get done: this could be
time to relax by yourself, with your family, or friends. You do not have to write
these intentions down in a checklist. Just make a mental note.

4.

There are no rules on what you can manifest; whatever you desire and
believe is possible is fair game. Free clothes, beautiful moments with
people you love, a carpark close to where you wish to be…every time. If
your carpark does not turn up, there is a reason: maybe you also asked for
more opportunities to exercise or forgot something you needed to pick up.

5.

Take time for yourself. Ask the Universe for more time doing things
you love. These can be simple things like cooking, walking, painting,
or a luxurious bath. It is so important to take care of yourself. Believe in the
importance of self-care and add it to the Universe To-Do List. You will thank
me later.

About the Authors
Shannon Cox is an Australian mother
and business owner who was diagnosed
with a stress disorder in 2013 leaving
her unable to walk. With no medical
solutions on how to fix this, she
discovered alternative ways to help her
recover the full use of her mind, body
and soul. What she thought would be
a method of healing her body, turned
out to be a collection of activities to
grow her intuition. This journey showed
her what she truly desired was not only
possible but could also be manifested
into her daily life and business. Shannon
continues the adventure connecting
with her intuitive self, and sharing new
tools and ways to trust your soul. With
her dear friend Cheriee by her side, you
will find courses, books, and retreats as
well as a lot of fun at erthn.com.au.
Natalie O’Brien has worked with
symbols, sound, light language, and
light transference. She helps people
embrace growth, change, and soul
expansion, but what she is truly
passionate about is people living their
authentic truth in the world.
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What is the Sacred Sisterhood Tarot?
A tarot kit for the modern mystic, creatively reimagined with
inclusive female symbology and a vintage-poster aesthetic.
The Sacred Sisterhood Tarot is an invitation for all to tap into the energy
of the Divine Feminine and reclaim the tarot as a tool for self-care,
spiritual growth, and self-actualization. Tarot was created during a time
when the patriarchy maintained tight control over the roles that women
were allowed to assume, and as a result most decks overlook the rich
religious and spiritual status women have held throughout history. The
Sacred Sisterhood Tarot is a complete reimagining—it’s what happens when
we open up every card in the deck to feminine energy. True sisterhood is
about coming together in a sacred space to support one another—no
matter how you identify.
In the accompanying guidebook, readers will learn about spreads, shuffling techniques, and cleansing practices. Through the provided keywords,
card meanings, and an exploration of female symbolism, readers will be
instilled with confidence not only in their own feminine power but in a
deeper understanding of a centuries-old craft.

THE SACRED SISTERHOOD TAROT DECK
& GUIDEBOOK
by Ashawnee DuBarry, Illustrated by Coni Curi
Publisher: Weiser Books
$34.95, ISBN: 9781590035252

This tarot set is an international collaboration between Ashawnee DuBarry,
an intuitive tarot reader based in New Jersey, and Coni Curie, an Argentine
artist. The cards themselves were created to resemble vintage posters with a
modern edge and features the original French name for each of the Major Arcana, such as La Papesse for the High Priestess and Le Diable for the Devil. The
number system and minor Arcana follows the
traditional Rider-Waite-Smith convention.

MEET ASHAWNEE

Ashawnee DuBarry is an intuitive tarot reader and astrologer based in New
Jersey. She offers tarot and birth chart readings and works with women to
help them connect with their inner goddesses. You can join her followers on
Instagram @elysianspirittarotllc.

MY FIRST DECK

I bought my first deck after a bad breakup (how clichéd, right?). I suppose
it’s true when they say that it’s usually through the rejection of love by another
that we find the motivation to learn how to love ourselves. I realized there was a
void in me that needed filling and was determined to find out how. Pulling the cards
transported me to a world that I had not known I was missing. A way not only to
express myself and use this new voice I was finally discovering, but also a way in which I
could communicate with the higher power that I had been taught to fear since my early childhood.

LEARNING TO USE MY DECK

In retrospect, the first time I held my own deck of cards I also experienced an overwhelming sense of intimidation and
confusion. Looking for teachers/guides to explain all the symbols and characters left me feeling inferior and a bit out of
my league, but I soon discovered these feelings were a reaction from my Spirit, who knew we were about to embark on
a journey of immense change. Over the years, I have since learned (through different resources and practices) to use the
cards in a way that not only helped me gain access to those parts of myself that needed healing, but also to celebrate the
parts of myself that had become disempowered. In writing this book, I’m hoping to pass on not only what I have learned
about Tarot, but also what I am still learning: how to get in touch with my inner self so that I can make the best choices
for who I want to be.

MEET CONI

Coni Curi is an Argentine artist and illustrator based in Buenos Aires.
She gets her inspiration from folklore, astronomy, mythology, and the
occult. Find out more about her on conicuri.com or join her Instagram
followers @conicuri.

HOW IT BEGAN

Tarot appeared in my life when I was just a child. I played reading
“the future” with poker cards, and made up the meanings. Fortunately,
I grew up in a home where esotericism and symbolism were another
way of understanding life, and that must be
why, without knowing the actual
meaning, as a teenager I fell in love
with “The Wheel of Fortune” from the
Major Arcana. There was something about its
magnetism that mesmerized me. Maybe I felt identified with the fact I’m
constantly looking for changes.

MY FIRST DECK

Finally, in my early 20s I bought my first deck, and studied every book that I
found. But with time, I realized, the important thing, was not to memorize the
meaning of each card, but to really experience them, until you can decipher
the true meaning according to your personal story. Therefore, in 2019 I created
my first tarot deck (Tarot De La Fuerza), and now, this one. My perception
of what I am and what surrounds me, has mutated. The Wheel of Fortune has
made its magic again, and now women can be empresses, but also emperors,
kings, and knights.
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Dangerous Questions
Tarot, Limits and Clarity
By Paul Fenton-Smith

Many years ago, I read for a client who wanted to know about her
two daughters, one married and one single. She pressed me for more
and more information, and I didn’t set a limit. Without thinking, I
disclosed that her son-in-law was having an affair and that when her
daughter discovered it, their marriage would end. She was shocked,
and I immediately realised that I had divulged too much.
She telephoned me the following day to say that I shouldn’t have told her. I
knew she was right. It was my responsibility to know when to hold back as
it’s not possible to retract what is said in a reading. If I had not told her, she
might have felt I was withholding something. Instead, she had to live with
this information.
Later, she consulted me again and confirmed the events unfolded as predicted. She thought she was better prepared to listen and offer support when
her daughter phoned to declare that her marriage was over. I was relieved
the situation resolved well, but I am now far more discerning about what I
reveal. Tarot readers often discover where to place boundaries through trial
and error. Reading for someone is to be invited into their life, and it’s important to remember you are a guest there. Respect this privileged position
and tread carefully.
Clients don’t always consider the consequences when they insist on being
told everything. It reminds me of the saying, ‘When the Gods want to punish
us, they answer our prayers.’ The more someone sees (clairvoyantly), the more
influence they can have, and with that ability comes responsibility.
More information is not always helpful, and some events are best left to
unfold at the appropriate time. People can be better prepared for change
when it arrives rather than years in advance, and there is generally nothing
that can be done to hurry things along. Such as when a client asks where they
will meet a new partner. If I predict they will bump into each other at a bus
stop, loitering around public transport will not bring the meeting forward. If
it did, the timing might mean the relationship is lost before it begins.
When clients ask about a new partner, impatience can override the awareness
of what they need to be ready for love. A more helpful question might be,
“What can I do to prepare for a harmonious long-term love relationship?”
As a tarot reader, it’s important to present information with care and compassion. Psychics need to know the limits of what to divulge, regardless of
what a client insists on hearing. Sometimes a person is not ready to listen
to what is said. On the other side, clients don’t want to leave a session with
vague or confusing answers.
The way questions are framed can set up a reading for answers that are useful
and clear. Significant issues sometimes require a series of questions to clarify
the best direction to take.

Paul Fenton-Smith is the author
of 11 self-development books
and has been the principal of
the Academy of Psychic Sciences in Sydney since 1985. He
runs a busy private practice as a
counsellor, teacher, clairvoyant
and clinical hypnotherapist. This
article includes extracts from his
latest book, Advanced Tarot: An
In-Depth Guide to Practical and
Intuitive Tarot Reading.
of 11 self-development books
and has been the principal of
the Academy of Psychic Sciences in Sydney since 1985. He
runs a busy private practice as a
counsellor, teacher, clairvoyant
and clinical hypnotherapist. This
article includes extracts from his
latest book, Advanced Tarot: An
In-Depth Guide to Practical and
Intuitive Tarot Reading.
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When Maria asked about future love, her layout contained no obvious answer. I suggested some questions that
might clarify her path, such as:

•
•
•
•

Do I need to release someone from my past to be ready for a new love relationship?
What can I do to prepare for my next long-term love relationship?
Have I already met someone who will make a suitable spouse if I choose to pursue a relationship?
Is my next long-term partner currently in a relationship?

The final question can encourage patience when a potential partner is not yet ready for romance. There’s no point
meeting someone before you are both ready. Doing so could make the relationship a transitional liaison rather than
a lasting one.

When clients ask about a new
partner, impatience can override the awareness of what they
need to be ready for love. A
more helpful question might be,
“What can I do to prepare for
a harmonious long-term love
relationship?”

Skilful readers often have brief conversations with clients to narrow
the focus of their questions. Karen was nearing retirement age and
had recently purchased a country cottage. She planned to settle in
her beautiful garden home, with views of rolling hills and walking
paths nearby. After waking in a state of panic, unsure she was doing
the right thing, she booked a reading. Karen was nervous about her
transition and with good reason. If she changed her mind, it would
not be easy to return to the workforce in her sixties.
First, Karen asked if it was prudent to remain in her current job for
the next two years. The cards suggested it was not the best choice for
her. We rephrased the question for one year, and the cards indicated
this was wise.

When Karen asked if her new cottage was suitable for the next stage of her life the cards were not so straightforward.
The upright Eight of Wands indicated success and ease of movement towards goals. The reversed Four of Wands
suggested being unsettled or living in temporary accommodation. I interpreted this to mean that the move was fine
but that it might not be her last.
Karen was hesitant about moving if it was unlikely to be permanent. For clarity, I scanned ahead to her life in three
years. The intuitive images revealed Karen would be living in a grand old home surrounded by beautiful gardens. She
was supervising renovations and preparing a website for paying guests. To afford this property, Karen had
to sell her cottage. If my glimpsed images were any guide, she had no regrets. Asking the right questions
of the cards eased Karen’s anxieties. She had made the best possible plan for her future, but life would
present an even better option — and perhaps I’ll be offered a discount and a room with a view when I visit.

ADVANCED TAROT: An In-Depth Guide to
Practical & Intuitive Tarot Reading (H)
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About Vasant Lad,
Ayurvedic Physician, BAM&S, MASc

The Pathway of Divinity:
Set Upon His Path
By Vasant Lad
My guru was my father’s guru. My father used to wake up early each morning and do pranayama and meditation. When he would sit for meditation, in
a cross-legged posture, there was absolute silence. People would whisper and
walk slowly, so there was no sound from their feet. That was the impact of the
peace that was coming from his meditation.
Every day he would sit for his meditation and there was a very beautiful atmosphere. So one day I asked my Dad, “What are you doing?” He said, “I am doing
dhyana.” Dhyana means meditation. Then I asked, “Anybody can do it?” He said,
“Yes!” I said, “Can I learn from you?” and he said, “No, I am not authorized to
teach you, but my guru comes here the first day of each month for three days.
During those three days, whoever comes to him, he initiates them and gives
each a mantra and meditation. Immediately, I said, “Can I get that mantra and
meditation?” He said, “You will have to wait until next month.”
I was maybe 9 or 10 years old, so I eagerly waited for his next visit. I continued
my school, going and learning, but in the corner of my mind there was this
constant waiting for the guru. On that day, the first of the next month, when
he came to our town, I asked, “Dad, your guru has come?” He said, “Yes, and
he is going to discourse on the Baghavad Gita. Would you like to come?” I went
with my father and that’s a very interesting story.

My Father

I sat right in the first row. It was a very small room, something like 10 x 20 feet,
and there were maybe 60 people there. That room was completely packed!
A man in his mid-70’s came. I was certain that the guru would have a long
beard, matted hair, and some dhuti and rudraksha1; that was my picture. I
couldn’t see anybody that looked like that. There was just a simple, ordinary
old man sitting on the platform. I whispered in my Dad’s ear, “Where is your
guru?” He said, “That person is my guru!” “Oh, he looks like an ordinary man,
anybody’s grandpa.” He said, “Wait. Listen to him.”
And then the guru started giving a talk about the Bhagavad Gita. He was
talking about yoga, and the types of yoga: karma, jnana and bhakti. As he
spoke, he was looking directly at me and I was looking directly at him; there
was eye-to-eye contact as if he was talking only to me. He spoke for about
one and a half hours. He totally blew my mind. I lost my sleep. For the whole
night he was in my dreams, talking and talking.
Vasant Lad sitting with his guru

The first day I listened, the next day I listened, and the next. Then I said to
him, “I want initiation from you.” And he said, “Right here.” He whispered a mantra in my ear. Then he put his
hand on my forehead and I felt the electrification and energy. And he said, “Oh, you will be a very good Ayurvedic
student and teacher, and you will go abroad, to England, America and Germany. You will write books and you will
teach people about Ayurveda.” I was completely surprised. I said, “I don’t even know English!” He said, “You don’t
have to do anything. Just close your eyes and do your prayers and things will happen.” And really, that happened.

1 Dhuti or dhoti is a type of sarong worn by Hindu men. Rudraksha are seeds used as prayer beads in Hinduism.
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That was a profoundly beautiful experience of my childhood. I think that
it is the mission of that divine master
for me to come to the western world
and start teaching Ayurveda, writing books and articles, and traveling
and giving lectures, seminars and
webinars. The inspiration and energy
comes from that source. That’s why I
always say it is the ‘speaker’; it is not
me, it is his blessing.

Vasant Lad’s Journey 		
to the USA
In the 1970s, a gentleman named
Lenny Blank came to Pune. He actually came to inquire about Robert
Svoboda, who was a student at that
time, but Robert was not there. So
I introduced myself, offered him a
cup of chai and some poha, and we
started talking. We became quite
good friends and he would attend
my lectures. I was a professor of
Ayurvedic Clinical Medicine and the
Chief Medical Officer, which they
call Medical Director, of the hospital.
He used to come to my clinic and
attend my lectures; he was totally
spellbound. He said, “Dr. Lad, this
knowledge is very important. If you
come to America, people there will
love it.”
I said, “They are so advanced scientifically. They have gone to the
Moon and put the American flag

on the Moon. I have much love and
respect for America, but they are
quite advanced in modern science
and Ayurveda is a 5,000 year-old science that must seem outdated. Why
will they welcome me?”
He said, “No, you don’t understand.
This is beautiful. People will like it.
They need this knowledge.” And
he was right. He sent me my plane
ticket and I went to New York and
stayed with him in a tiny apartment
on East 11th Street. I would teach
seminars there. Then we started
traveling. From New York, we went
to Chicago and Houston and then to
New Mexico.
We were driving in his car; a small
Volkswagen that was like a little,
white bug. I would sit in the back,
and he and his girlfriend were in the
front. I would to sleep there in that
tiny car. I saw all the seasons from the
back seat of that car.
In Santa Fe, we visited the Santa Fe
College of Natural Medicine. Dr
Scott and Vivian were running the
school. He liked Ayurveda and we
became very close friends. His wife
was a loving lady and wanted me to
teach there. I did some seminars, but
I was homesick. I told them I should
go back to India, but they said, “Stay
here and we will sponsor you.” They
sponsored me and I began to teach
regularly in their school. They had

200 students and the school was
flourishing but it eventually closed.
Then I began teaching at the Institute
of Traditional Medicine (ITM). In the
evenings, people in the neighborhood
would come to me for a consultation.
I would treat them with simple herbs,
such as cinnamon, cardamom, and
turmeric and I became somewhat
famous in Santa Fe. I even had clients
coming from Albuquerque.
Over time, I realized that I was homesick and wanted to go back home. I
was alone here, without my family.
Additionally, Santa Fe was very cold,
being more than 7,000 feet above sea
level. I was very nervous and anxious,
so my family came over. My children
were small and it was still cold in
Santa Fe. Then ITM closed and I
interpreted that as a message to start
my own school.
Because Santa Fe is at such a high
altitude and people feel breathless
there, there was much discussion
about where to locate the school.
Then Jim Skilling, a dear friend who
lived in Bernalillo, said, “Dr. Lad, you
have started your foundation here
in New Mexico. You should move
to Albuquerque. It is 10 degrees
warmer than Santa Fe and the airport
is close.” That was becoming quite
important, because every weekend
I would fly to another city to give
a seminar or workshop. Because of

TEXTBOOK OF AYURVEDA,
VOL.2: A Complete Guide To
Clinical Assessment (H)
by Vasant Lad
Publisher: Ayurvedic Institute
$50.00, ISBN:9781883725112

TEXTBOOK OF AYURVEDA:
VOL. 1: Fundamental Principles (H)
by Vasant Lad
Publisher: Ayurvedic Institute
$40.00, ISBN:9781883725075

TEXTBOOK OF AYURVEDA,
VOL.3: General Principles Of
Management & Treatment (H)
by Vasant Lad
Publisher: Ayurvedic Institute
$80.00, ISBN:9781883725143
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these considerations, we ended up
in Albuquerque and The Ayurvedic
Institute was established here.
When I first came to America, it was
a culture shock. In those days, there
were no Indian grocery stores, so no
Indian spices or Indian foods were
available. We had to manage by going
to the co-op and buying whole wheat
flour and cinnamon, cardamom and
so forth. Usha used to make chapatis
and people loved them, so much that
she would sell them to the students.
In this way we started our journey
and, although it was difficult in the
beginning, with the grace of God
and the grace of people’s love, the
Ayurvedic Institute was established
in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

In Closing…
With more than 40 years as a physician, educator and author, Vasant
Lad brings a wealth of classroom and
practical experience to the United
States. A native of India, he served

for three years as Medical Director of
the Ayurveda Hospital in Pune, India.
He was Professor of Clinical Medicine at the Pune University College
of Ayurvedic Medicine for 15 years.
He holds a Bachelor’s of Ayurvedic
Medicine and Surgery (BAM&S)
degree from the University of Pune
and a Master’s of Ayurvedic Science
(MASc) degree from Tilak Ayurved
Mahavidyalaya. Vasant Lad’s academic and practical training include
the study of Allopathy (Western
medicine) and surgery as well as
traditional Ayurveda.
Beginning in 1979, he has traveled
throughout the United States sharing
his knowledge of Ayurveda. In 1984
he came to Albuquerque as Director,
principal instructor and founder of
The Ayurvedic Institute. Respected
throughout the world for his knowledge of Ayurveda, Vasant Lad is the
author of 12 books on Ayurveda as
well as hundreds of articles and other
writings. With over 700,000 copies
of his books in print in the US, his

Vasant Lad
work has been translated into more
than 20 languages. His textbooks on
Ayurveda, The Textbook of Ayurveda
Series, are used in schools throughout
the world.
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The Infinite Wisdom
of the Chakras
Tapping into the deep inner wisdom
of your energy body

Written by Alison DeNicola
You may already be familiar with the concept of the subtle body, which includes our chakras, or this may be an
entirely new concept to you. There is currently a great awakening and growing interest in subtle body energy and
how it supports our physical, emotional and spiritual wellness. Having a unique point of view about the chakra
system, its infinite wisdom and its ability to deepen your conscious awareness is an empowering way to work
with the subtle body.
The word chakra comes to use from the ancient Sanskrit
language, commonly known as the language of yoga and
mantra. Chakra is defined as a “wheel” of energy or light
that occurs at the intersection of energy channels called
nadis. The main energy channels in the body are called
shushumna (the central line of energy), Ida and Pingala
nadis. The seven main chakras are located at the points
where Ida and Pingala intersect as they cross over shushumna. Each of these wheels spins at a different frequency,
with the lower chakras moving more slowly and the upper
chakras spinning more rapidly. Through this movement,
the chakras are processing and storing energy. When all the
chakras are open, moving and flowing with energy they are
a powerful system to support our experience on physical,
emotional, mental and spiritual levels. When one or more
of the chakras becomes blocked, we can feel depleted,
out of balance and out of alignment. While we focus on
these seven chakras, it is commonly known that there are
literally hundreds of minor chakras in the body and energy
field. By balancing and tuning into the seven main chakras,
we can assist all the chakras to come into balance. This is
beneficial to our physical bodies as well as for our spiritual
alignment and our higher purpose.
Each chakra has a general placement in the body, a color association, and is connected to
a sound and a natural element.
In addition, there are common
themes that we experience
on a recurring basis that have
their deep energy roots in the
chakras. For example, the Root
Chakra at the base of the spine
is connected to the element of
earth, our family, the ability to
feel grounded and have trust. If
we have been “uprooted” from
our home or family, we may feel
disconnected, unsure or even
Heart Chakra Card

fearful. By recognizing this, we gain the wisdom that lies
within the chakras as a tool for self-discovery and transformation. This infinite wisdom brings our learning, personal
healing and awareness to a higher level of consciousness.
The fourth chakra is commonly known as the heart chakra.
In the center of the heart chakra sits a 12 petal green lotus
flower containing the Star of David, which represents all
aspects of love, compassion, forgiveness, grief, sorrow, joy
and our heart’s truest longings. The color of this energy
center is commonly seen as a beautiful emerald green.
Heart chakra is related to the respiratory system, physical
heart, lungs and the thymus, which regulates the immune
system. On emotional, mental and spiritual levels, this
energy center is vital to our ability to give and receive
love. Without this ability, our lives can feel incomplete
and unfulfilled. The heart chakra is a powerful space to
open to love, practice forgiveness and create the life we
are meant to live.
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How do I connect with my chakras?
Understanding the energy of each chakra can be multilayered and unique to you. The location and general color
theory of the chakras is a great place to begin.
Root Chakra - Red- Base of the Spine- Earth
Sacral Chakra - Orange- Below the Navel- Water
Solar Plexus Chakra - Yellow- Center of Top Ribs- Fire
Heart Chakra - Green- Center of Chest-Air
Throat Chakra - Sky Blue- Center of Throat-Space
Third Eye Chakra - Indigo Blue- Center of Brows-Light
Crown Chakra - Violet- Top of Head- Consciousness
When we begin to explore our relationship to our experiences through the chakras, we find deeper insights as well
as wisdom and healing on many levels. You might begin by
identifying areas that you are drawn to through their color
or location in the physical body. Spend time bringing focus
and breath to those areas. Where attention goes, awareness flows, so making this a part of your personal practice
is a powerful way to learn about your unique subtle body.
Infinite Wisdom Meditation
Meditation and visualization
are accessible ways to work
with the subtle body. The Infinite Wisdom of the Chakra
cards feature brilliant, visionary images that are powerful
focal points for meditation. To
use the card as a meditation
tool, find the time to center
yourself and ask to receive the
image perfect for you right
now. Alternatively, you may
also want to actively choose
an image that speaks to you
through color, symbol, movement or subject.

How To:
Allow your eyes to have
a soft gaze over the image for a minute or two.
Close your eyes and recall the image in your
mind. Then take another
look and take in all the
details once again. Allow
the image to flow inward
and let yourself open to
awareness of the card
and notice the effects
on your body and mind.
Meditate for several minutes in quiet or use the
power statement silently
or aloud.
The Infinite Wisdom of
the Chakras is a 42-card
deck and book set writ- INFINITE WISDOM OF THE CHAKRAS
ten by Alison DeNicola (42-card deck)
featuring inspired art- by Alison DeNicola & Dhira Lawrence
Publisher: U.S. Games Systems, Inc.
work by Dhira Lawrence. $22.95, ISBN:9781646710522
The set invites the user to
understand the chakras
through powerful imagery and messages. Each of the seven main chakras is
represented through various symbols, animals, deities and
important concepts that relate to their role in our subtle
anatomy. Like the images chosen for this deck, we experience our life on many levels through the chakra system.
This deck and book set leads the user on a deeper learning
and exploration of subtle body concepts and intuitively
guided messages. Set includes 42 color themed cards and
104-page guidebook.

Root Chakra Card
Like a tree with deep roots, I am nourished and filled with light

Alison DeNicola
I have been studying and practicing yoga and meditation for the past 17 years
with deep gratitude for every experience. Certified in yoga, meditation, energy
healing and hypnotherapy, I have been guided to assist my clients and students
to create space for their own innate healing ability. I also have studied chakra
therapy & coaching, sound healing, shamanic healing, reiki healing, theta
healing and have completed the master instructor level IET training utilizing the
powerful energy of the angelic healing ray. All of these studies have assisted
my path as an author.
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Entering the Age
of Aquarius
Fully Equipped

- The Divine Wisdom of the Goddess
a n d t h e Ta ro t , t h e S h a m a n , t h e A r t i s t ,
the Healer, and the Sage -

W

ith the advent of the Age of Aquarius change is upon
us as a species. New vision and new ways of being
call us to KNOW the way to greater harmony. Ancient
wisdom pathways shine the light for those who are ready,
leading us to Divine wisdom within. More people today
seek truth outside of the bounds of religion, returning to
the wisdom of the Goddess, shamanism, and various forms
of spirituality and all things mystical. Universal symbol
systems, archetypal guides and spiritual wisdom maps
hold many keys for the human species to find its way to
its Divinity. Each symbol system and guidebook is a portal
to awakening. 					
The Marriage of the Goddess and the Tarot
The medicine of the Divine Feminine is calling us in this day
and age to re-member the Great Mother Goddess and the
powers of the Divine Feminine within our very beings. The
union of the Goddess and the tarot is the perfect marriage
that offers a tool and a portal for this energy and medicine
to flow to us, and through us.					
				
The Iconic, Award-winning Mythical Goddess Tarot and
its Making
Though the Mythical Goddess Tarot was birthed physically
in 2008, it was destined for this time many, many moons
ago. The seed idea and thought-form were planted firmly
into the soul of Sage Holloway before she incarnated in
1953.					
Sage Holloway, Visionary Author of the Mythical
Goddess Tarot
Sage Holloway intuited the vision of the Goddess and the
tarot early in her life. Sage grew up in Los Angeles in the
50s and 60s, as a true aquarian hippy child. She began
reading tarot at age 14 and by the time she was 17 she
envisioned a Divine Feminine tarot deck. Sage was wired
spiritually from the beginning of her life to seek and understand the Divine.

As an intuitive and a scholar, Sage honed her skills and
understanding of the tarot, becoming a master intuitive
reader through her life. She embodied a deep knowing
of the symbols of the higher and lower arcana, of the elements, and the astrology associated with each card.
							
Her main study and love of the tarot was through the
Aleister Crowley Thoth deck. Just as Crowley himself rearranged the numerical, astrological and Hebrew alphabet
correspondences of 4 trumps to create a double loop in
the zodiac number and letter correspondences, Sage used
her intuitive guidance and wisdom to illuminate the Divine
Feminine through the tarot. Sage researched Goddesses
from around the world to align their story and energy into
the major arcana. In doing so, she activated the archetypal
energies and spiritual codes of the Divine Feminine in
union with the esoteric frequencies of the tarot. 		
						
The Mythical Goddess Tarot’s Aquarian Age evolution
brings:
A. Goddesses in every position of the Major Arcana;
B. The four suits returned to their true meaning as
Elements revealed as Wind, Seas, Fire, and Earth rather
than hidden as cups, pentacles, wands, and swords;
C. The court cards replaced as the four stages of life – child,
maiden, mother, crone.
By marrying the tarot and the Goddess, Sage brought the
mystery of the long hidden subconscious symbolism into the
light for each of us to become the ‘knower. This is the perfect
marriage of the subconscious, intuitive, knowing self with
the conscious mind. The synchronicity with the movement
into the Age of Aquarius comes as humanity looks for the
spiritual maps most appropriate for a New Age.
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Sage understood this envisioning of the tarot as a vibrational
upgrade aligned with the coming of the Aquarian Age and
the spiritual evolution we are experiencing. This Divine
Feminine tarot reveals our true spiritual nature as we walk
our earth journey. It also assists us in our return to wholeness
as spiritual and human, evolving into oneness.
Katherine Skaggs, Visionary Artist of the Mythical
Goddess Tarot
In 1991 Sage met visionary artist Katherine Skaggs in her
metaphysical store DreamWeaver in Northern Colorado.
When Sage saw Katherine’s art work (though entirely different than what it is today), she immediately recognized
Katherine as the artist of her long envisioned tarot deck.
Then and there she told Katherine she thought she was
the artist of a Divine Feminine deck she was to create.
Katherine said, “Okay.”
It took more than a few cycles and seasons and life adventures before Sage and Katherine brought the vision, the
words, and the imagery to life in the form of the Mythical
Goddess Tarot. The first printing was 2008.
Recently Katherine was asked, “Why did it take another 17
years for the Mythical Goddess Tarot to be born?
Katherine’s response speaks to the wisdom of right timing
and the adventures life brings that offer richness to what
we eventually birth. “Life has many cycles, seasons, and
rhythms. Sometimes seeds are planted and they come up
in the first season. Then there are times when it takes many
years and cycles and events for them to germinate and become viable when the conditions are ‘just right.’ Sage and I
had many adventures before we were completely ripe! And
the world too had its own evolution and timing where it
could receive the deck we were to dream into being. Each
of us are in less control than we should think. We truly are
conspiring to align with the Universe to fulfill our dreams
and imaginations in harmony with a great Cosmic plan.”
“Before I was ready to bring the Goddess art to life I had
some adventures to go upon so that I was completely
‘cooked’ and fertile to birth this imagery. One of the experiences came in a channeling of Mother Mary into a
painting named Textures of Mary. It was 2003 and I was
painting again after a 5-year hiatus. Mary downloaded
the importance of Sacred Art, its vibration, and activating
powers into my very being. The artist is the messenger, the
priestess, the channel for higher Divine energy, imagery,

and message to flow into this world. She activated me to
understand and open doorways to the Divine through each
painting.”						
“Years later, in 2006 I went to Rome to see it through the
eyes of the Goddess with mystic, artisan, scholars Lydia
Ruyle and Meinrad Craighead on a tour called Conversations with Goddesses. Each morning Lydia and Meinrad
would guide us through many stories of the Great Mother
pre-christianity, and pre-patriarchy. Each story and image
was a re-membering of the Divine Mother within each of
us, whether we are male or female. 		
This was another significant life experience that prepared
me to bring forth 22 Goddesses and Divine Feminine
imagery of the Mythical Goddess Tarot upon my return
from Rome. As soon as I returned I called Sage and told
her what Lydia had told each of us women who were on
the trip: ‘We’ve heard His Story, history. Now it is time
to tell Her Story, Her Story. Just do it!’
”Over the next 18 months Sage and Katherine co-created
the Mythical Goddess Tarot, birthing it in 2008. In 2009
it won the Silver Award for new Tarot Decks with COVR.
In 2021, the Mythical Goddess Tarot was honored as the
Iconic Product of the Year with COVR. Expect the Mythical Goddess Tarot to continue into the world, and into the
hands, hearts and minds of the many seeking ancient
wisdom and guidance for visioning a new age of peace.
Shamanism meets the Goddess in the Age of Aquarius
Synchronistically, Katherine continued her spiritual journeys by stepping into the world of shamanism during the
creation of the Mythical Goddess Tarot. As she painted the
many images and energies of the deck, life happened and
challenges arose in her personal life, beckoning her more
deeply upon her own healing path.
Having had a dark night of the soul in the mid 90s, the
energy and challenges were all too familiar, so Katherine
began to call upon her guides to show the way to healing.
As a result, Katherine was led to shamanic teacher and
author, Sandra Ingerman were she was co-teaching a 4-day
shamanic healing retreat in New Mexico with two other
international shamanic teachers, Jose and Lena Stevens,
as well as two Shipibo Shamans from the jungles of Peru.
The decision to go on this healing retreat was another significant, and life changing choice on Katherine’s earth walk.
This led to a 10-day shamanic retreat, deeper ceremonial
work, and a two-year advanced international shamanic
program with travels to the Andes, the jungles of Peru, and
to central Mexico to work with various shamanic traditions
and lineages.
The ventures into shamanism grounded the many years of
metaphysical studies and practices, and the interface with
the Divine Feminine energies of the Goddesses and work
with the tarot. The messages are universal. The practices
and rituals are restorative and empowering.
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The Artist Shaman Healer Sage
The continued spiritual adventures led Katherine to create a six-month shamanic
course in shamanism called Artist Shaman Healer Sage, that ultimately inspired
her recent book Artist Shaman Healer Sage: Timeless Wisdom, Practices, Ritual,
and Ceremony to Transform Your Life and Awaken Your Soul.
What Others are Saying about Artist Shaman Healer Sage
Artist Shaman Healer Sage is a foundational shamanic guidebook to ignite your
creativity and passion as the conscious dreamer of your life. It is a priceless compendium of the ancient wisdom — giving practical and mystical instruction for
living life in harmony, from speaking to your spirit guides, to conducting your
own rituals and ceremonies, to working with the medicine wheel to support you
in personal healing and awakening spiritual awareness in all areas of life. “Artist
Shaman Healer Sage is the book you want to buy, not only for the extraordinary
beauty and power of the paintings but for the life-giving messages. Katherine
Skaggs is a true healer, one who wants to help us lead better, happier, and more
purposeful lives.” - Ann E. Feldman, Ph.D.Director, Nonprofit Artistic Circles Visiting Scholar, Gender Studies, Northwestern University “A Practitioner Guidebook.”
"Katherine’s book is a priceless compendium of the ancient wisdom of indigenous peoples, which is a timeless legacy. She teaches us how to work with all
our relations--spirit animals, plant medicine, and crystals from the stone nation in a manner that is rich and approachable. We learn to work with guides
and totems and she teaches us to call the directions and work with the sacred
elements of fire, earth, air, and water. Her knowledge is shared in a way that
makes performing ceremony and ritual with intention feel natural and graceful.

MYTHICAL GODDESS TAROT
(78 cards & guidebook, boxed)
by Katherine Skaggs &
Sage Holloway
Publisher: Soul Sistas Creative Productions
$29.95, ISBN:9781734989823
UPC:9781734989823

Artist Shaman Healer Sage is a treasure and a blessing. Katherine has gathered
timeless wisdom from ancient wisdom keepers into a sacred bundle that she
has shaped into the form of this wonderful book. Her wisdom is shared in clear
language and easy to understand explanations. She has woven a sacred hoop
with her simple but powerful teachings that can anchor us to earth and sky and
help us navigate these long-expected times of challenge and transformation."
- Mitakuye Oyasin! Julie Loar, Author of Goddesses for Every Day

A few things you will discover in this book:
• The Shamanic Path of Transformation
• Shamanic principles and guidelines for navigating the dream called Life
• Foundational shamanic teachings, rituals, and practices
• How to call upon and work with shamanic medicine, allies, totem animals,
plant medicines, and the ancestors
• How to awaken the wisdom and archetypal powers of the Inner Artist, Shaman,
Healer, and Sage
• The wisdom of the Medicine Wheel
• Wisdom stories to guide you
• Sacred, visionary art to illuminate and activate your knowing.

ARTIST SHAMAN HEALER SAGE:
Timeless Wisdom, Practices, Ritual,
and Ceremony To Transform Your
Life and Awaken Your Soul
by Katherine Skaggs
Publisher: Soul Sistas Creative Productions
$24.95, ISBN:9780982103340
UPC:9780982103340

Within you is an awakening consciousness. The Divine Feminine, the Goddess, the Shaman, the Artist, the Healer,
and the Sage are potent and ready to awaken within your very being. If you are reading this you may find yourself
drawn to one or all of these energies. Answer the call. The wisdom is before you.
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A World Of Our
Dreams Is Possible
To create the necessary vision of a better future, let’s
imagine how our world could look 50 years from
now, as foreseen by British author Benjamin Creme
in his book Maitreya’s Mission, Volume Two.
By Cher Gilmore
A snapshot of our current times is not pretty. We’re seeing severe flooding in Germany, China, India, Indonesia,
parts of the U.S. and elsewhere. Wildfires are burning in Siberia, Greece, Canada, and most western states. A global
pandemic has already killed over 4 million worldwide, and is on its third, deadly wave. The Amazon rainforest is no
longer a vast carbon sink but a net emitter of carbon. Plastic waste islands the size of states are filling our oceans,
while microplastics are polluting not only the oceans, but our air and soil, too. Over 272 million people have become
migrants, because they’ve had to leave their homes due to violence, persecution, war, drought, and other consequences
of climate change. We are losing species at 1,000 to 10,000 times the normal rate, with multiple extinctions every
day. Economic inequality is at its most extreme in history. And the poor everywhere, as always, are impacted by
these simultaneous disasters more and sooner than the wealthy.
It’s a grim picture, but the future doesn’t have to look this way. In fact, we can create a completely different, much
improved reality that allows everyone to thrive, if we can just visualize it and then work together to bring it into
being. However, this requires understanding that we are one human family living on a delicately balanced planet
that demands our respect and consideration. If it is to continue supporting us, we
must learn to live within its laws and limits.
To create the necessary vision of a better future, let’s imagine how our world could
look 50 years from now, as foreseen by British author Benjamin Creme in his book
Maitreya’s Mission, Volume Two.
The first thing we’ll notice is that there are no wars anywhere on the planet. The
world’s people have completely given up the belief that war is a solution to any
problem, and have instead decided to fulfill the promises enshrined in Article 25
of the U. N. Declaration of Human Rights. As a result, we see that hunger and
poverty are also gone, as are the countless people living on urban streets and filling
tents in massive refugee camps in the Middle East and elsewhere—the homeless.
Education, which had become tenuous for many children around the world, has
taken pride of place as a central focus of governments. Children everywhere are
enrolled in school at an early age and taught not only basic reading, writing, and
arithmetic, but also instruction based on their true reality as souls in incarnation.
Teaching is individualized, because each child’s evolutionary stage, their governing
energies, and their past life experiences are taken into account. This produces a
tailored curriculum to best prepare them to fulfill their potential in their current
lifetimes.
Violence, crime, and drug use are no longer crises anywhere, and cities have been
physically transformed. The worst areas of slums and decayed buildings have been
replaced by urban parks and ordinary housing on a human scale, interspersed
with well-appointed shopping areas. New buildings have different shapes from

MAITREYA'S MISSION,
VOL.2 (2nd edition)
by Benjamin Creme
Publisher: Share International Foundation
$25.00, ISBN:9789491732027
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Individual citizens live much more
simply, and the vast economic
inequalities between the ultra-rich
and everyone else have been greatly
reduced. The majority live fulfilling
lives, since most tedious, repetitive
jobs are now performed by robots,
and work hours have been radically
shortened. Their plentiful leisure
time is used to pursue creative
interests and personal development,
and participate in community and
national governance.

Benjamin Creme

Benjamin Creme, a British artist
and long-time student of esoteric
philosophy, became the principal source of information about
the emergence of Maitreya, the
World Teacher.
Born in Glasgow, Scotland, in
1922, Benjamin Creme began
studying art at an early age,
developing into an accomplished
painter in the modernist style.
He befriended and collaborated
with many of the leading figures
of the time in British art, music
and literature. His paintings
have been exhibited in a number
of prestigious galleries.
buildings of the past, and some of
them by their shapes alone focus
and accumulate particular beneficial
energies. Beautiful pieces of art of
all kinds grace public spaces, and
advertising billboards are nowhere to
be seen. Public transport has become
so silent and apparently motionless
that travelers no longer suffer from
“travel fatigue.”
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People are living longer, and as
a whole are healthy and vital. To
address health issues, alternative
approaches to medicine (homeopathy,
acupuncture, herbal remedies, etc.)
have moved from the sidelines to take
their place beside more conventional
methods. Scientists have learned
to grow new organs from an ailing
individual’s own cells, rather than
having to transplant them from a
donor. People do not fear death, but
see it only as a transition into their
next life experience.
Most farming is organically based,
so food is healthier and more
nutritious, and there is reverence
for all manifestations of life—plant,
animal, insect, marine, etc. Many
species that were once on the brink
of extinction have recovered and are
thriving. The air is crisp and clear,
and waters run clean. Concerns
for nature and the environment
have been embodied in universally
accepted legislation, and all nations
now engage in the wise husbandry of
nature’s gifts. Global greenhouse gas
emissions have subsided because the
world’s people are now using a safe
form of energy, available to everyone
freely, and fossil fuels are not being
burned.
Social democracy has become the
world’s political/economic norm, and
political groups gravitate toward the
center rather than right/left extremes.
The United Nations has realized
its original purpose as the central
governing forum for all nations,
since the disbanding of the Security
Council now allows every country a
say in decision-making. With that
change, the U.N. can no longer

be held hostage by any powerful
nation’s veto, and global issues—
from exploration of the seabed to
space satellite oversight—are now
freely debated and governed by
international law.
Now, looking backward from that
vision, what exactly happened in
50 years to bring these astonishing
c h a n g e s a b o u t ? We l l , s e v e r a l
simultaneous events both woke us
up and helped us put new ideas into
action.
Most fundamentally, we felt the
growing influence of the Aquarian
energies of cooperation, brotherhood,
and synthesis that started streaming
into the planet around 1675. For the
previous 2,000 years or so, we had
been steeped in the energies of Pisces,
which are all about individuality
and devotion to a cause (my cause,
though, not yours). Piscean energies
had taught us essential lessons, but
eventually led to division and strife
among cultures, nationalities, races,
religions, political parties and even
sexual orientations. This gradual
transition from Piscean to Aquarian
influence is an astronomical fact
related to how our solar system
progresses around the heavens,
coming into alignment with a
different zodiacal sign about every
2,500 years. The closer we came to
the constellation Aquarius, the more
we were stimulated to create inclusive
and just ways of living—and we did!
A second major event, largely
hidden for many years, amplified
the planetary shift from a Piscean
to Aquarian orientation: the public
appearance in our everyday world of
the custodians of Earth’s evolutionary
plan. Known as the Masters of
Wisdom, among other names, they
constitute our planet’s Spiritual
Hierarchy. At their head is the World
Teacher for our age—Maitreya—who
since 1977 had been working behind
the scenes with political leaders and
others to help us until his “Day of
Declaration,” as it came to be known.
On that day, which began his open,
public work, Maitreya spoke to
all of humanity simultaneously,
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telepathically, introducing himself
and his group, and told us that he
had come in response to our calls for
help. He explained our divine origins
as spiritual beings, how we had gotten
desperately lost in materialism, and
the momentous choice we would
have to make in order to save the
planet and ourselves. Hundreds of
thousands of healings took place
around the world as he spoke, and
people “walked on tiptoe” for awhile
afterward, in wonder at the new
revelation they had witnessed.
However, not all were pleased with
his message—that we must choose
to share the world’s resources more
equitably among all peoples if we are
to survive—and so the past divisions,
especially between the very rich
and poorer classes, threatened to
take us back to past conflicts. But
fortunately, the voice of the people,
unified, strengthened, and galvanized
by the World Teacher, proved to be
stronger than the whining of those
fighting to preserve their privilege
and power. Gradually, professional
politicians were voted out of office,
and true representatives of the people
arose from every walk of life, ran
for office, and won! Many of these
were younger folks, who had been
born under the Aquarian influence
and had felt stifled by the Piscean
institutions created by their elders.
They had finally found their purpose.
Another major revelation that took
place on the Day of Declaration was
not totally unexpected, but had a
tremendous impact on our lives—
Maitreya’s introduction of our Space
Brothers and Sisters. Many of us had
become aware of UFOs because
their appearance in our skies had
become so frequent that the U.S.
government had felt compelled to
release a report on them in 2021. It
only covered encounters recorded
over twenty years, though—and we
learned later that UFOs had been
visiting our planet for millennia. The
report concluded that the UAPs
(Unidentified Aerial Phenomena,
as they renamed them) could not
be explained by any known Earth
technology, and called them national
security threats. The government plan

had been to create fear of the UFOs,
to keep us from paying attention to
messages from our space visitors that
were shared in books and lectures
by contactees in the 1950s. We paid
attention anyway.
Those messages, given to people
like George Adamski, Giorgio
Dibitonto, Wilbert Smith and others,
universally stated that we are all part
of an interconnected, interdependent
whole making up all of Cosmos.
Therefore, we are all brothers
and sisters, irrespective of outer
appearances, and are dependent on
one another for our very survival as
well as our ability to grow and thrive.
The space visitors the contactees
met, who were clearly living by these
principles, were without exception
not only harmless, but wished to help
us in any way possible.
And help us they did. After we
collectively agreed to give up war
forever, our space visitors used their
advanced technology to neutralize the
rest of the nuclear radiation we had
been emitting for decades from our
nuclear power plants and weapons
tests. They had been performing this
service since our first nuclear testing
began, within the limits of karmic law,
but now, with our new decision, they
could complete the task. We learned
that the most damaging nuclear
radiation was on the etheric plane—a
finer plane of physical reality above
gases—which is the plane on which
the space visitors normally exist. Our
scientists until that time had been
ignorant of these subtler planes and
therefore were unaware of the danger.
Working with the World Teacher
and his group, our Space Brothers
and Sisters also established the
foundations for the Technology of
Light, in which energy from the
sun, combined with energy from
the Earth’s magnetic field, would
provide free, limitless energy for all
human needs. We had observed the
beautiful crop circles around the
world for years, but now understood
their major purpose: replicating the
planet’s magnetic field on the densephysical plane as part of a new energy
grid. This technology, of course, made

GATHERING OF THE FORCES
OF LIGHT: UFOs & Their
Spiritual Mission
by Benjamin Creme
Publisher: Share International Foundation
$16.00, ISBN:9789071484469

the burning of fossil fuels obsolete,
and led to huge improvements in the
environment.
Too, as a program for sharing
the world’s resources was being
established—which soon eliminated
hunger and poverty—the World
Teacher had urged action on the
environment, and restoration of
the planet became the number one
priority for all people. Ideas seeded
into Earth’s mindbelt long before
and picked up and practiced in only
a few places suddenly spread like
wildfire through a newly receptive
humanity. The media did their part
by engaging in a friendly competition
among themselves to be the first
to report new developments in the
construction of a new world.
Programs to regenerate soils and
forests, clean up plastic pollution,
protect terrestrial and marine wildlife,
spread the practice of organic
farming, and many others were
undertaken everywhere, and a major
transformation gradually took place
as nature healed.
And that’s the story of how planet
Earth came to be the paradise it was
always meant to be.
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By Alex Howard

My aim in this book is to bring together the key principles of the approach
I’ve developed alongside the Optimum Health Clinic (OHC) teams, to produce a practical guide that’ll help you to help yourself. Although for many of
you this won’t necessarily replace the value of an online coaching program,
or the need to work with a practitioner, there is a great deal you can do for
yourself at home. Indeed, I’m deeply touched by the many comments I receive via email and social media from people who’ve been able to impact their
healing journey dramatically by putting into action the tools you’re about to
learn, simply by following them online.
In setting the tone of this book, I intend to tread a number of delicate lines:
		 • I want to give you hope, without having you fall victim to the end
			less disappointment that I experienced.
		
• I aim to stay true to the scientific complexity of this group of 		
			 conditions, while also making practical tools accessible to you.
		
• I want to offer you compassion and empathy, while also being bold
			 enough to give you a kick in the ass if and when you need it.
I’m sure that at times I’ll fail in all of these intentions; however, I hope that
by sharing them with you here, you’ll at least know they’re good! Furthermore, although this book is aimed at readers who are on a healing path from
fatigue, I’m also aware that there are a number of medical experts who follow
my work, and so, where appropriate, I’ve provided details of primary sources
to assist those who wish to go deeper into the research that underpins our
approach.
You may be reading this book as neither a sufferer nor a medical expert but
as a caregiver or a relative of someone who’s going through this immensely
difficult experience, and so I’ve also included additional resources to support
you.
The 12‑Step Plan
At the heart of this book are 12 steps, or lessons, that’ll not only help you to
decode your fatigue but also to start to create your path to recovery and learn
how best to navigate it. These are the same 12 steps that I look at with all of my
patients at the OHC – and they form the core of our approach.
And guess what? We’re already at the first of the 12 steps! Here’s the thing: I
know you didn’t choose to have fatigue. What’s more, you don’t deserve it (no

one does!) and you don’t want it. And
yet, whether you like it or not, right
now it’s happening and together we
need to deal with it.
As my uncle helped me to realize,
if you want the circumstances of your
life to change, you have to be the one
to change them. Indeed, that’s our first
step:

STEP
1

Take responsibility

What I call radical responsibility means taking
charge of our own life, on
every level we can. Now, there is a
very important distinction between
blame and responsibility. You’re not
to blame for the situation in which
you find yourself – you didn’t do this
deliberately – but if you don’t take
responsibility for changing it, the
chances are that no one else will.
Right now, I challenge you to make
a commitment to yourself: whatever
it takes, at least finish this book. If
you’re struggling with motivation
right now, I think you’ll find that’ll
change if you stay with me in the
coming pages. If you have the motivation but don’t know where to start,
that’ll also, I hope, start to change.
In Part I, we’re going to take
the time to really understand what
fatigue is, what causes it, and why
conventional medicine has failed to
truly understand it. In Part II, we’re
going to take the time to decode your
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fatigue together, and then in Part III
we’ll create a plan for your recovery.
You might feel tempted to jump
straight to Parts II or III; however,
because this book’s content has been
very carefully structured and it follows a particular sequence, I’d ask
you to please read it in the order I’ve
presented it. Also, just so you know,
there are a few instances when I get
a little technical; however, as this
information isn’t essential to your
journey I’ve put it in boxes and you
can skip it if you wish.
Finally, I’ve created a free online
Decode Your Fatigue companion
course to be used alongside this
book. It includes video interviews
with many of the people whose case
studies you’ll read in the coming
chapters, along with quizzes and
questionnaires to help bring further
clarity, and even some recipe plans to
help with my recommended dietary
changes. You can access the course
at www.alexhoward.com/fatigue.
Before we go any further, I think it’s
important to define what we actually
mean when we refer to fatigue and
fatigue‑related conditions, and to
explore why conventional medicine
has likely failed you. So buckle up,
and let’s get stuck into the rather
painful history of this complex but
fascinating group of conditions.
Defining Fatigue
In that spirit, before we go any further, we need to define exactly what
we’re talking about when we speak of
fatigue. In the dictionary, fatigue is
defined as ‘extreme tiredness resulting from mental or physical exertion
or illness.’ However, I’m not sure how
helpful this is.
If your levels of mental or physical exertion are excessive, then your
fatigue doesn’t require decoding and
your remedy is simple: live a more
balanced life. What’s more likely is
that your levels of exertion are normal
and yet you still experience fatigue.
This leaves us with the real question
– why does a normal level of activity
leave you fatigued?
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Perhaps you’ve just recently started
to find that the day is longer than
the energy you have to meet it, and
that your afternoon energy dip is no
longer defeated by a strong espresso.
Perhaps you’ve suffered with severe
fatigue for many years, or maybe
you’ve oscillated between phases of
normal functioning and phases of
fatigue but have never felt that your
energy is reliable in the way it should
be.
Regardless, the reason you’re reading this book is that something remains unexplained. You aren’t just a
mystery to modern medicine – you’re
a mystery to yourself. And it’s my
hope that by the time you reach the
end of this book, that mystery will be
solved, at least in part.
Diagnosing Fatigue
This brings us to the second step in
our 12‑step plan:

STEP
2

Get an accurate
diagnosis

You see, a diagnosis of
fatigue is no diagnosis
at all: fatigue is a symptom, not a
condition in itself. The reason we
need to decode your fatigue is that
fatigue, whether it’s self‑diagnosed or
medically diagnosed, is ultimately a
false diagnosis. To really understand
this point, we need to explore the
diagnostic process for fatigue‑related
conditions.
A diagnosis of fatigue isn’t a diagnosis of the presence of a particular
physical injury, a particular pathogen,
or even a specific marker or set of
markers that are out of balance. A
diagnosis of fatigue, be it chronic or
otherwise, is a diagnosis of exclusion.
That means it’s a diagnosis in the
absence of any known cause.
If you’re suffering with fatigue,
chronic or otherwise, it’s of critical
importance that you engage with a
suitably qualified medical professional to thoroughly investigate the
conventional medical approach.
There are multiple causes of fatigue
that are identifiable by orthodox

medicine, and if any of these is the
culprit, acting sooner rather than
later could literally be the difference
between life and death.
So please, before you go any further, make sure you’ve been fully assessed by a suitably qualified medical
doctor and that you’ve gone through
the steps above; or at the very least,
do it in parallel (unless your doctor
is willing to follow a number of lines
of investigation at the same time,
this process can take many months.)
Don’t take this warning lightly, and
don’t delay or put off seeing a doctor.
		
Before we get into the specifics of
the recovery map, I think it’s important to ensure that you’ve established
the right mindset for rolling it out.
My deep hope is that this book is
playing a critical role in empowering
you to decode your fatigue and to
move forward on your healing journey.
For this to be effective, you must
become a champion of your own success. That means you need to be able
to motivate yourself on your low days,
taper your enthusiasm on your good
days – so you don’t go too fast (which
will likely result in an energy crash) –
and ultimately, be the one who’s there
for you when perhaps no one else is.
In essence, you need to take on the
role of your biggest champion and
become your own inner coach.
It might be a very hard thing to
hear, but perhaps this is all happening to you for a reason. That reason
might not become clear right away;
however, I know from experience that
if nothing else, looking for the positives is a more empowering choice to
make.
Ultimately, your healing journey
isn’t only a physical and emotional
one – it’s also a journey for your soul.
Trust the process, listen to your body,
and you might be amazed at where it
takes you.
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ABOUT THIS BOOK
Living with fatigue can feel hopeless and confusing, with traditional medical approaches focusing on managing
symptoms rather than understanding and addressing underlying causes. But healing is possible when you learn to
decode your fatigue and apply the right interventions, in the right sequence, at the right time.
After suffering from chronic fatigue for seven years, renowned health expert
Alex Howard founded one of the world’s leading clinics specializing in fatigue,
and has dedicated over 20 years to understanding this condition.
This book will guide you through a clinically proven methodology to help you
to:
		
		
		

• Understand the underlying factors that cause fatigue
• Discover the key steps to increasing your energy sustainably
• Map out your personalized plan for recovery

This revolutionary 12-step approach will not only help you to decode your fatigue,
but also start to create your own path to healing and transformation.
The 12-Steps include:
			 1. Take responsibility
			 2. Get an accurate diagnosis
			 3. Understand the role of your mitochondria
			 4. Understand your personality
			 5. Create an environment for healing
			 6. Get in a healing state
			 7. Optimize your digestion
			 8. Balance your hormones
			 9. Support your immune system
		
10. Discover your baseline and learn to pace
		
11. Optimize your food
		
12. Manage your team

Decode Your Fatigue
By Alex Howard
Publisher: Hay House
$17.99, ISBN: 9781401961107

ABOUT THIS AUTHOR
Alex Howard is the Founder and Chairman of The Optimum Health Clinic
(OHC), one of the world’s leading integrative medicine clinics specializing
in fatigue. With a team of 20 full-time practitioners supporting thousands
of patients in 50+ countries, the OHC team have pioneered working with
patients remotely since 2005.
Along with founding and leading the OHC practitioner teams for the past
17 years, Alex is an immensely experienced psychology practitioner, having delivered over 10,000 consultations. He has also led the Therapeutic
Coaching practitioner programme since 2005, training the next generation
of psychology practitioners. Since March 2020, Alex has been documenting
his therapeutic work with real-life patients via his In Therapy with Alex Howard
YouTube series.
In 2015, Alex founded the leading online video platform Conscious Life,
which has produced programs with over 150 teachers, including Byron Katie,
Marianne Williamson, Dr. Joe Dispenza, and Ken Wilber. In the last few years, Alex has created some of the largest
online conferences in the health and mind–body markets, including the Fatigue Super Conference and the Trauma and
Mind–Body Super Conference. Alex’s online conferences have been attended by over a quarter of a million people.
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Crystal Healing
for Women:
A Modern Guide to the Power
of Crystals for Renewed Energy,
Strength, and Wellness
by Mariah K. Lyons

Our metaphysical titles are filled with practical tips for spiritual development,
featuring beautiful illustrations and photographs to assist you in maximizing
your connection to the earth and your inner spirit. From learning how to heal
with witchcraft to guidance on reading tarot and self-care through ancient
wisdoms, our books include guided practices for beginners and experts alike
to support you wherever you are in your transformative journey.
Read on for an excerpt from Crystal Healing for Women: A Modern Guide to the
Power of Crystals for Renewed Energy, Strength, and Wellness by Mariah K. Lyons
for tips on how to cleanse your crystals for optimal results.
Cleansing Your Crystals
Imagine unknowingly buying a hard drive that was already filled up with data.
In order to save any new information to it, you’d need to delete the previous
owner’s files first. This is what happens when we cleanse our crystals; it is the
energetic version of CTR-ALT-DELETE. Crystals not only store the energy of
Earth, but they also absorb the energy of their caretakers and environments.
As you can imagine, they can get quite filled up! Sometimes this can be physically seen, such as in a clear quartz that becomes milky or cloudy over time.
It is important to cleanse your crystals when you first receive them and
periodically afterward, depending upon usage. For healing rituals, it is important to cleanse the stones both before and after use. This ensures the stone is
vibrating at a pure frequency before your ritual, and any heavy energy released
during the healing is cleansed from the crystal afterward. This is an important
part of what I call “crystal energetic hygienics.”
The more you work with your crystals, the more you will tune in to the subtle
changes that signify when it is time to cleanse them. They may look murky
or take on a slightly heavy and dense feel. They might not have as strong or
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At Zeitgeist, we help you unleash your true potential,
from the tangible to the transcendental, with our
robust list of metaphysical books.

Mariah K. Lyons is a crystal healer, Reiki master,
meditation guide, and Western herbalist. She
is the founder of ASTARA, a luxury crystalline
grounding footwear company integrating ancient
healing practices with sustainable design. Her
work bridges the world of spirit and matter, and
she is deeply dedicated to supporting the awakening of higher consciousness upon the planet
through various mediums and healing modalities.
Mariah has led workshops and classes for Nike,
Yahoo!, NBC Universal, and Dreamworks, and her
work has been featured in Vogue, the LA Times,
goop, Vanity Fair, Harper’s Bazaar, and on Good
Morning America.
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Sacred Herbs and Smoke
Many ancient traditions incorporate the use of burning sacred herbs and resins for clearing stagnant and
heavy energy. Light the herb, incense, or resin and
allow the smoke to billow around the crystal for 10 to
30 seconds. Watch the smoke envelop the stone and
set the intention for cleansing. Here are some herbs
and resins that are often used for this purpose:
• White Sage • Palo Santo • Rosemary • Cinnamon Stick
• Copal • Incense • Cedar • Juniper • Frankincense

potent a vibration as they once did, almost like a weak
or faint pulse. If it is a stone you wear constantly, such
as a wedding ring, necklace, or earrings, you might notice feelings of agitation, anxiety, anger, or fear. This is
because these stones are consistently exposed to many
different environments, people, and energies, and they
can absorb a great deal of these external frequencies
as well as your own. Don’t panic and feel you need to
energetically cleanse your jewelry all the time—just stay
aware of how they are vibrationally radiating. I always
make sure to cleanse my jewelry after long trips, being
in airports or large crowds, or during periods of great
change and transformation in my own life, as I know
these stones are helping me to facilitate these changes
and help restore balance.
Water Cleansing
Water is a beautiful tool for cleansing your crystals.
The element of water helps to release and move stored
energy within the stones. Not all stones are compatible with water, though, so please reference the crystal
profiles in Chapters Four and Five. Here are some
different ways to cleanse with water:
• Place your stones under running water, such as a
faucet or shower, for 30 seconds.
• Place your stones in a white ceramic or glass container
with a pinch of sea salt. Let sit for 10 to 30 minutes.
• Rinse your stones in the ocean or hold them under
the current of a river, stream, or creek. Be careful not
to lose the stones in the current.

Sound Currents
The wavelengths from particular sounds can also loosen
energy from the stones and help to cleanse them.
As with all cleansing practices, set the intention for
cleansing before playing the instruments. Let the sound
currents fully bathe the crystals for 1 to 5 minutes.
Consider using any of these instruments or tools for
cleansing:
• Chime • Drum • Tuning fork • Crystal singing bowl

Cleansing with Rice
White rice is highly absorbent and will help to soak up
any dense or heavy energy from your stones. Quickly
cleanse with water (only when applicable) beforehand,
and then simply place your crystals in a bowl of white
rice overnight. Throw the rice out onto the earth in the
morning so it can transform the energy; a garden, compost pile, or under a tree are nice regenerative spots.
Crystals as Cleansers
A few crystals act as cleansers and chargers
for other crystals. Selenite, kyanite, and moldavite can both cleanse and charge other
minerals. Place the stone being cleansed
on top of the cleansing stone and maintain
direct contact for 30 minutes to 1 hour.
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Cleansing with the Earth
Another way to completely restore the energy
of a stone is to bury it in the earth. The earth
will absorb any stagnant energy from the
stone and restore it back into balance with
the frequency of the earth. Bury it on the full
moon and keep it there until the next full
moon. Just don’t forget where you buried it!
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If you enjoyed this excerpt, don’t miss these other new age titles from Zeitgeist:
The Healing Power Of Witchcraft by Meg Rosenbriar
Chakras & Self-Care by Ambi Kavanagh
Guided Tarot by Stefanie Caponi

CHAKRAS & SELF-CARE:
Activate The Healing Power Of
Chakras With Everyday Rituals
by Ambi Kavanagh
Publisher: Zeitgeist
$16.99, ISBN:9780593196687

CRYSTAL HEALING FOR WOMEN:
A Modern Guide To The Power
Of Crystals For Renewed Energy,
Strength & Wellness
by Mariah K Lyons
Publisher: Zeitgeist
$14.99, ISBN:9780593196823

HEALING POWER OF
WITCHCRAFT: A New Witch's
Guide To Spells & Rituals To
Renew Yourself & Your World

GUIDED TAROT: A Beginner's
Guide To Card Meanings,
Spreads & Intuitive Exercises
For Seamless Readings (O)
by Stefanie Caponi
Publisher: Zeitgeist
$15.99, ISBN:9780593196991

by Meg Rosenbriar
Publisher: Zeitgeist
$14.99, ISBN:9780593196809
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Extraordinary Awakenings:

When Trauma and Tragedy Lead Transformation

Extraordinary Awakenings is about the amazing transformation that can occur in the midst of

intense suffering and trauma - for example, soldiers on a battlefield, the inmates of prison camps who are on the
verge of starvation, people who have been through periods of severe addiction, depression, bereavement, and so on.
These awakenings are extraordinary
in two ways: first, because they occur
in such unexpected circumstances,
and second, because they have such
an incredible effect. People feel completely reborn, as if they are wholly
different people. In my role as a
psychologist, I’ve been researching
cases of extraordinary awakenings for
15 years. I wrote a book about them
because I wanted to share some of
the amazing cases I’ve collected, and
also explore what we can learn from
the cases and apply to our own paths
of development.
In psychology, there is a concept
called ‘post-traumatic growth,’ which
describes how trauma can have
long-term positive effects. In the
long run, it can lead to an enhanced
sense of appreciation and meaning, more authentic relationships, a
wider sense of perspective, and so
on. Extraordinary awakenings are an
extreme and dramatic kind of posttraumatic growth. The awakenings
often happen instantaneously, in a
single moment of transformation.
People shift into a much more intense
and expansive awareness. They feel
a sense of wellbeing, and the world
seems more real and beautiful. They
feel more connected to other people,
and to nature. It really is as if they’ve
woken up, as if a veil has fallen away
and they’re living in a much fuller and
more intense way.
Awakening in Prison
One example is a British man
named Adrian who was in prison in
Eritrea for six months, after weapons
were found on the ship he was captaining. Adrian and his shipmates
were locked up in the same small
room twenty-three hours a day, in

complete isolation from the outside
world. The room was so small that
there was no space for them to walk
or exercise. They were accused of
espionage and had no idea how long
they would be kept in prison.
Their captors allowed them
to keep a few personal items, and
Adrian had a small statuette of the
Buddha that he had picked up on his
travels in Asia. During the endless
hours of incarceration, the statuette
became his focus. Although he had
never meditated or followed any kind
of spiritual practice before, he developed a spontaneous meditation practice, silently focusing his attention on
the statuette for long periods. He also
began to reflect on his life and to let
go of the past and any sense of failure or disappointment. Whereas his
cell mates were in a state of turmoil,
Adrian accepted his predicament and
his own responsibility for it. Over
the next few weeks, as his meditation continued, Adrian began to feel
more at peace, until he experienced
a sudden shift:
It was like the flick of a switch. It happened in an instant, on March 21,
2011. My mind and body entered a state
of euphoric stillness. It was if I was floating out of my body. It was otherworldly,
like walking into a different dimension.
It was a complete feeling of release and
acceptance, of everything and anything
that was going to happen. It was a release of blame, of anxiety, of anger and
ego…For three days I was in a state of
what can best be described as grace. After
that, the feeling eased, but it remained
inside me.
Seven weeks later, Adrian and
his crew were released and returned
to England. With his expanded and

About The Author

Steve Taylor, PhD, is the author
of Extraordinary Awakenings and
many other bestselling books.
He’s senior lecturer in psychology
at Leeds Beckett University and
the chair of the Transpersonal
Psychology Section of the British Psychological Society. Steve’s articles
and essays have been published
in over 100 academic journals,
magazines, and newspapers and
he blogs for Scientific American
and Psychology Today. Visit him
online at www.StevenMTaylor.com
intensified awareness, he felt like he
was looking at the world with new
eyes. As he told me, “There was a
huge sense of well-being...I was in a
hotel in London, and the city seemed
magical…Walking in nature was
amazing. I was hypnotized by flowers,
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trees, leaves. They looked beautiful
and surreal and filled me with warm
love.”
Without a background in spirituality, Adrian wasn’t sure what
had happened to him. Like many
“shifters” – as I call people who have
undergone this remarkable shift – his
new sense of wellbeing was overlaid
with confusion. He even wondered if
he gone mad and read through psychiatry books to try to diagnose his
condition. But several months after
his transformation, he read a book
about spirituality and recognized that
he had undergone a spiritual awakening.

It was like the flick of a switch.
It happened in an instant, on
March 21, 2011. My mind
and body entered a state of euphoric stillness. It was if I was
floating out of my body. It was
otherworldly, like walking into
a different dimension. It was
a complete feeling of release
and acceptance, of everything
and anything that was going to
happen.
Awakening and Addiction
In my research, I have also found
many cases of extraordinary awakenings occurring after long periods of
severe addiction. One is a Scottish
woman called Eve, who was a severe
alcoholic for 29 years. By the end,
she was homeless and, in her words,
“a wreck, an empty shell. I’d walk a
few steps and then have to stop and
sit down or lie down… I had nothing to live for, nothing to give, and I
thought, ‘I can’t do this anymore. I
don’t have the strength. Even when
I do have a drink it doesn’t last more
than an hour before the paranoia and
hallucinations start.’”
Eve decided to try to kill herself.
She walked in front of a bus travelling
at 40 miles an hour, but the driver
swerved and missed her. When the
police were called, Eve assumed
they were going to arrest her. But the
policeman wanted to help and asked,
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“What are you doing to yourself?
What are you doing to your life? Is
there somebody we can get in touch
with?” The policeman took her to her
parents’ house, which is where Eve’s
extraordinary awakening occurred.
Her mother assumed she had to give
her a drink, to ease her withdrawal
symptoms, and gave her a glass of
wine. But Eve couldn’t drink it. As
Eve told me, “I picked up the glass,
lifted it, then put it down. I kept
picking it up and putting it down. It
wasn’t me that was putting it down.
It was such a strange phenomenon.
“The doctor knocked me out for a
few days, and when I came to, I didn’t
want to drink… For as long as I can
remember, I thought about drinking
every single second of every day. It
was all about the next drink. But now
it had just gone…Mum sat me down
in front of a mirror, and said, ‘Look
at yourself, you’re an alcoholic.’ I
looked at myself, and it was one of
the most surreal experiences I’ve
ever had. I had no idea who I was.
I didn’t connect with my reflection.
It could have been a completely different person. I felt like a completely
different person.”
Like Adrian, Eve was slightly confused by her transformation at first,
but soon it settled down, and she
began to feel liberated and elated,
with a heightened awareness and an
intense sense of connection to the
world. She has never felt the urge to
drink again. When she first went to
AA meetings, people would tell her
that she was on a “pink cloud” and it
would only last for a short time But
it became a permanent state. As she
told me, “I don’t worry about anything. I have a sense of inner trust.
My whole psyche changed completely. I have no trauma, in spite of all the
terrible things I went through. It was
like being catapulted from one world
into the next. Something — a higher
power, the universe, God, whatever
it is —took this obsession away from
me and made me sober for a reason.
Awakening through Bereavement
The most common type of severe
trauma that humans experience is
bereavement. When we go through
bereavement, everything changes.
It’s like an earthquake, disrupting

our whole lives. Everything which
seem secure and stable is thrown
into disarray. And when the ground
settles again, the world seems like a
completely different place. Because
of this, bereavement is a major trigger
of extraordinary awakenings.
This is particularly the case
when a person’s death is tragic and
unexpected. For example, I spoke to
an American woman called LeeAnn
who had an extraordinary awakening
after a close friend was murdered. A
few weeks after her friend’s death, she
had an ecstatic experience in which
“the room filled with this golden light.
There was a sense of peace that was
overwhelming. I didn’t even know
anything so peaceful and beautiful
could exist.” LeeAnn had a life review
experience in which “I was taken on
the journey of my whole life in milliseconds.” Then she saw her deceased
friend in human form, and told her,
“You keep asking for me to come
back. Don’t ask that — this is where
I’m supposed to be.”
After this experience, LeeAnn
felt permanently changed in the same
way as Adrian and Eve. As she told
me, “I have a sense of peace that’s
telling me there’s a bigger purpose,
a bigger mission, and we’re all part
of the same mission…I feel a tremendous amount of love and a tremendous amount of support. I have
a tremendous amount of gratitude.”
Explaining Extraordinary
Awakenings
Extraordinary awakenings seem
miraculous and mysterious. Nevertheless, I believe that they can be explained to a degree. They occur when
the psychological attachments that
support our normal sense of identity
break down. By psychological attachments, I mean things like roles, ambitions, hopes, beliefs, achievements,
status, possessions, and even other
people. These attachments are the
building blocks of the ego. They make
us feel that we are someone. But in
times of intense suffering, these attachments dissolve away, and we lose
our sense of identity. The ego breaks
down, like a house when enough
bricks are taken away. This is usually
a devastating experience, but it can
also be a liberating one.
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In some people, there seems
to be a latent higher self waiting to
be born. And when the normal ego
breaks down, this higher self emerges
and establishes itself as the person’s
new identity. Many people who undergo extraordinary awakenings describe feeling as if they are different
people inhabiting the same body, and
in a sense this is literally true. That’s
why addicts become free of their addictions, why shifters who have been
through intense suffering become
free of traumatic after-effects, and
also why shifters sometimes become
free of psychosomatic illnesses that
have plagued them for years. The
identity which carried the addiction,
the trauma or the illnesses simply no
longer exists.
I found that acceptance was
an extremely important aspect of
extraordinary awakenings. Many
people undergo transformation when
they shift into a mode of acceptance.
Rather than struggling against their
predicament (or refusing to acknowledge it), they let go, or surrender.

This attitude of acceptance is the
final trigger that allows their latent
higher self to emerge and take over
their identity.
I hope readers of my book will
become aware of the massive potential and the deep resilience inside all
of us, which we are usually unaware
of until we face challenges and crises. All of us are much stronger and
deeper than we realize. I also hope
that people will become less afraid of
challenges and crises, which offer us
an opportunity for growth. There is
a positive side to all seemingly negative events in our lives. The important
thing is to respond to challenges and
crises in the right way, in order to harness their transformational potential.
This means acknowledging the reality
of our predicaments and facing them
with an attitude of acceptance. We
may well find that, rather than breaking us down, challenges and crises
can wake us up. They can shift us into
a higher state of being, in which we
live to our fullest potential.

EXTRAORDINARY AWAKENINGS:
When Trauma Leads To
Transformation
by Steve Taylor
Publisher: New World Library
$18.95, ISBN:9781608687671
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The Great Human Potential: Walking in
One’s Own Light
by Tom Kenyon & Wendy Kennedy,
Edited by Martine Vallée
ISBN: 9782896261338 • $16.00 • 178 pgs

Telos, Vol. 1: Revelations of the New
Lemuria
by Aurelia Louise Jones
ISBN: 9780970090249 • $18.00 • 192 pgs

Experiments & Experience With Astrology:
Reflection on Methods & Meaning
by Stephen Arroyo
ISBN: 9780916360733 • $17.95 • 136 pgs

Oya: Santeria & The Orisha of the Winds
by Baba Raul Canizares
ISBN: 9780942272871 • $7.95 • 32 pgs

Sage & Smudge: The Ultimate Guide
by Diane Ronngren
ISBN: 9781930038134 • $14.98 • 216 pgs

Chakra Healing: Renew Your Life Force with
the Chakras Seven Energy Centers
by Betsy Rippentrop, Ph.D. & Eve Adamson
ISBN: 9781465493354 • $19.99 • 352 pgs

A 2014 Amazon Editor’s Pick as one of the Best
Books of the Year!
The information that is shared in this book is what we
consider the most appropriate vibrational match for
where you are right now. When we give information,
we always look at the vibrational level of the majority
of whom we think will be reading this. We do this to
give you a version of the truth that will best serve
you in accessing your highest potential.

In this collection of strikingly original material,
numerous practical as well as philosophical
issues are explored. In an in-depth, wide-ranging
interview appearing in book form for the first
time, Stephen Arroyo answers questions about
his early years in astrology, how he came to write
some of his classic works, and his views on various
central issues in astrology’s current practice and
potential future development.

Winner of the 2004 COVR Award in the General
Interest Category!
Empower yourself by creating your own rituals
as you become familiar with the benefit of
using dried herbs for clearing and healing your
personal space. Sage & Smudge: The Ultimate
Guide combines spiritual, herbal and cultural
teachings - past and present, and is filled with
interesting anecdotes and easily accessible
suggestions. Discover how using sacred herbs
can enhance your life and your spiritual journey!

The Least You Should Know About
Meditation: A Brief & Practical Guide to
Mindfulness
by Mac MacLean
ISBN: 9780692162224 • $16.95 • 114 pgs

A straightforward guide for starting your
mindfulness meditation practice. Clear and
jargon free instructions, with illustrations,
describe appropriate postures, basic breathing
techniques, and what gear you will (and won’t)
need.

Timely and fascinating messages from the people
of the ancient civilization of Lemuria, living in the
fifth dimensional city of Telos, situated beneath
Mount Shasta, CA. Our Lemurian brothers and
sisters of Telos are our former family of ancient
times. They are alive and well in immortalized
bodies. At the proper timing, they are looking
forward to coming out of their present abode
to reunite with us, once again, after a very long
period of physical separation.

Long before the women’s liberation movement
flowered in America , African women had an
inspiring role model in Oya, queen of the Nupe,
warrior wife of the great king of the Yoruba,
Shango. Strong as an ox and more potent than
lightning, Oya rules over storms, witchcraft,
markets, the Niger River, and spirit mediums.

This book will show you how to use these seven
energy sources to instill a healthy balance and a
happy life. You’ll find clear information on what
chakras do, simple practices to open and align
your chakras, tips on using chakras to feel better
in all aspects of your life, methods of measuring
your chakras and their energy patterns, and even
techniques to reveal any hidden chronic pain or
anxiety you may have.

Tarot: Connect with Yourself, Develop Your
Intuition, Live Mindfully
by Tina Gong
ISBN: 9781465499387 • $25.00 • 224 pgs

Find out how to customize, interpret, and apply the
wisdom of tarot to enhance every area of your life
- your career, finances, relationships, and more. Get
to know each card in detail—meet The Magician,
who encourages you to trust in your abilities; connect
with the nurturing instincts of The Empress; feel the
confidence of The Chariot—and explore the meanings
of each card for you. Discover how tarot readings can illuminate your unique path and
lead to tangible, positive actions that you can apply day to day. Let Tarot guide you on
a journey of self-knowledge and self-fulfillment.
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Money Is An Energy Game
by Margaret Donahue & Madeline Gerwick
ISBN: 9781734283600 • $24.99 • 398 pgs

Energy is at the heart of everything that occurs,
including your wealth. This book will teach
you the ins and outs of how energy influences
your prosperity and well-being. You’ll learn
how to attract funds more easily, create a more
prosperous business, and enjoy a higher quality
of life. Discover the secrets between money and
energy. Win at the game of money!

Unveiled Mysteries (Original) (I Am
Discourses, Vol. 1)
by Godfré Ray King
ISBN: 9781878891013 • $17.00 • 261 pgs

This book is a record of the author’s experiences
on the side of Mount Shasta, California with the
Ascended Master Saint Germain, in the order in
which the events occurred, stated as clearly as
possible, in words that convey to the reader the
feeling of the experiences.

Your Soul’s Love: Living the Love You
Planned Before You Were Born
by Robert Schwartz
ISBN: 9780578754925 • $18.95 • 344 pgs

In this third book from the Your Soul’s Love Series,
Robert Schwarts explores the pre-birth planning
of challenges related to romantic relationships or
their absence: infidelity; impotence; raising children
alone after the death of one’s partner; being single;
and celibate relationships. Working again with
several gifted mediums and channels, and this time
incorporating the Between Lives Soul Regressions
he does as a skilled hypnotist, Schwartz brings forth
great wisdom and love from “the other side.”

The Lost Teachings of Atlantis: The Children
of the Law of One (B&W Illustrations)
by Jon Peniel
ISBN: 9780966001532 • $23.95 • 374 pgs

Are the legends of Shangri-la and Shambhala
true? In a remote mountain valley of Tibet are
the ruins of a mysterious monastery built before
the Great Pyramid, by strange people thought
to be gods. The Lost Teachings of Atlantis begins
to share its archives, amazing revelations from
Angelic Beings who became human.

COCONUT HOUSE CLEANSE
An excerpt from Your Intuition Led Your Here:
Daily Rituals for Empowerment, Inner Knowing, and Magic

This spell is wonderfully witchy. It’s one of our all-time favorite rituals, and one that we use
a lot. Not only does the Coconut House Cleanse remove unwanted energies, but it also invites in
your spirits, ancestors, and angels. One thing you should know before you start this ritual is that
this takes more energy than you might think, especially if you live in a large home.
Coconuts pack in a lot of very powerful energy because not only do they represent purity, but
they’re also known as an offering for the gods. As you’ll see, the coconut is kicked throughout
your home, but never picked up while you are inside of your home. This is because the coconut
is being used to pull any unwanted energy out of your space, so you don’t want to pick up and
handle the energy within your home.
This spell offers the option of Florida Water in place of holy water. Florida Water is a common
perfume that was first created in the 1800s and used in Victorian times. It’s named Florida Water
as a reference to the Fountain of Youth, which is said to be located in Florida (maybe that explains
why so many people retire there!). Florida Water has long been recognized as plant medicine in
the spiritual world and considered effective for lifting negative energy. Witches frequently used
Florida Water to remove entities and possessions, but it’s also a very mainstream product that
can be found at CVS.
Do a Coconut House Cleanse when you first move into a home, much like you would do a physical
deep clean. You should also use it anytime you sense an uninvited presence or energy in your
home, or if you have a child who mentions seeing something in the house.

YOUR INTUITION LED YOU HERE

by Alex Naranjo & Marlene Vegas
Publisher: Rodale Books
$22.99, ISBN: 9780593139486

Remember, children tend to be more tuned in than adults, so there’s every chance your child is picking up on something you are
unaware of. This cleanse is also good for businesses that involve the kind of work that results in a lot of emotional or energetic residue.
Photo courtesy of Holland Clement

INGREDIENTS
Holy water or
Florida Water
Coconut,
all hairs removed

Crushed eggshell
(cascarilla)

Marlene Vargas & Alex Naranjo are

the founders of House of Intuition, which has
grown from a small shop offering crystals, tarot,
and intuitive services to one of the largest,
well-known metaphysical brands in the U.S.
Currently, there are numerous store locations
sprinkled throughout California and Florida,
with plans for more on the horizon. In addition
to handcrafting an array of ritual tools such as
intention candles and oils, House of Intuition
offers a cosmic classroom of esoteric subjects,
metaphysical services, and House of Intuition TV,
a digital platform focused on sharing knowledge
of spiritual practices that bring healing,
perspective, and magic.

Sprinkle your water onto the coconut and let it dry. Once the
coconut is dry, rub the cascarilla all over it, until the coconut is
completely white.
Take your coconut to the back of the space you want to cleanse
(the point furthest from the front door). If you have a multistory
home, start on the highest floor and move your way down. While
praying, reciting a prayer or affirmation, or visualizing, place
the coconut on the floor and kick it from one corner to the
next until you have covered the entire perimeter of the room.
Remaining focused on your intention the entire time, continue
moving through the house like this until you reach the front door.

When you reach the front door, push the coconut outside with your foot, then pick it up
and walk it out to the street. As you stand at the edge of the curb, inhale deeply through
your nose, filling your belly with air, and visualize gathering all of the emotions of fear
and negativity from your space and being. Hold the air in your belly until it feels right to
release it. When you’re ready to exhale, lift the coconut up to the height of your mouth
and about 6 inches in front of it. As if you were fogging up a mirror, exhale all the air out
of your belly and onto the coconut. In doing this, you are infusing the coconut with the
power of your essence and the life force of your breath.
Lift the coconut above your head and express gratitude to your God, higher
self, ancestors, guides, and whoever else feels appropriate to you. Then
throw the coconut down onto the pavement as hard as you can. As the
coconut shatters and splinters, it is breaking up all of the negativity
both within your space and within you.
Pick up the pieces of the coconut and toss them in a trash can that
is not located on your property. You might consider depositing them
at a trash can in a church as an offering.
Copyright: Reprinted with permission from Your Intuition Led You Here.
Copyright © 2021 by House of Intuition. Published by Rodale Books, an imprint of Penguin Random House.
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Change Yourself,
Change the World
Gail Parker, Ph.D., CIAYT, 2021
The year was 2018. You may remember the story of two brown-skinned young men who were arrested in a Philadelphia coffee shop
for trespassing while they waited for a business associate to arrive. The store manager saw them as threatening and called the police. The
patrons in the store who witnessed the incident said the only difference they could see between the ones who were arrested for sitting
in the store without ordering anything, and the ones who weren’t, was skin color, but at the time of the incident Americans were not yet
prepared to have that conversation. Since then there’s been a shift.
In 2020, after the murder of George Floyd, there was an awakening to ethnic and race-based traumatic stress as a worldwide
phenomenon; an awareness that regardless of race and ethnicity we are all impacted by its damaging effects, from those who are wounded
to those who intentionally or unwittingly do the wounding. In the midst of the Covid-19 global pandemic we woke up to the pandemic
of racial violence and its pernicious effects on all of us.
While the two pandemics continue to be disruptive and have a negative impact socially, psychologically and economically,
they also create opportunity. Now is an opportunity for progress. We are in the midst of evolutionary change. This a pivotal time in our
transformation as conscious beings. Events that are unfolding, and our responses to them, have the potential to change each of us for
the better. The willingness to change and be changed for the better requires transformation. It involves a readiness to recognize that
going back to the way things were is not realistic. Accepting reality as it is, with an eagerness to envision a brighter future for us all, is the
opportunity for growth that we are faced with going forward.
No marches, legislation or removing statues can heal these deep seeded psychological wounds. We need self-care practices
that support psychological health and well-being. Practices that promote post traumatic growth are necessary. Now is a time to reduce
the harmful effects of ethnic and race-based traumatic stress so that we can be prepared to create a future that, regardless of one’s skin
color, facial features, hair texture, and unique cultural, racial and ethnic identity, embraces the fact that we are all members of one race,
the human race.
Race-based stress and trauma result in experiences of emotional harm caused by various forms of social disconnection and
exclusion. What makes racial stress and trauma unique is the context in which it occurs. There is an external context and an internal
context, an actual event and an emotional experience. My books, Restorative Yoga for Ethnic and Race-Based Stress and Trauma and the
companion guide Transforming Ethnic and Race-Based Traumatic Stress with Yoga, focus on the internal experiences associated with racerelated events and how self-inquiry, Restorative Yoga, and caring community can contribute to easing the suffering of emotional wounds
caused by racial discrimination, injustice and violence.

How Yoga Helps
Yoga is an inside out job. It is an experience that changes you bit by bit, over time. First it transforms you physically by increasing balance
and flexibility; then mentally and emotionally by slowing your mind and calming your emotions; it helps you think more clearly and helps
you trust your intuitive abilities; it offers guidelines that support humane behavior; it aids you in listening to yourself and to others at
deep and subtle levels; and most important it increases your capacity for self-love, and self-acceptance, and gives you the courage to be
truthful and honest in a compassionate way with others.1
1. Parker, G. (2020) Restorative Yoga for Ethnic and Race-Based Stress and Trauma. London/Philadelphia: Singing Dragon.
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The yoga community in the United States is becoming more racially and ethnically
diverse. If it is to keep pace with the changing demographic and grow as a community members
have to be prepared to have constructive conversations with each other about race, and ethnicity.
Conversation doesn’t divide us, silence does. Conversations about race and ethnicity and the
emotionally harmful effects of ethnic and race-based traumatic stress challenge the cultural norm
of silence. It takes courage, fortitude, and is sometimes painful. But if we don’t prepare ourselves
to have such conversations we remain trapped in paradigms of culturally conditioned responses
that stunt our personal and cultural growth.
I’ll start the conversation. Forty years ago I became an adoptive mother. Because I was
in an interracial marriage at the time, we have since divorced, we wanted to adopt a biracial child.
Within 3 months we became parents of a beautiful 5-week-old brown skinned baby boy. To avoid
any confusion about who he was or how others would perceive him, we were advised to make sure
he understood that he was Black.
One day on our way home from school, my then 6 year-old son announced, “I’m not
black, I’m brown.” I corrected him. “No honey, you’re not brown. You’re Black.” “I am not. I’m
brown.” he insisted. Then it dawned on me that he was talking about the color of his skin. I was
talking about the culturally conditioned concepts I had learned about race, identity, and safety. We
were not having the same conversation. I am embarrassed to admit what I said next. “You may be
brown on the outside, but you’re Black on the inside.” You should have seen the look on his face.
All these years later I still cringe when I admit that I actually said that to a six year old. But children
are resilient and persistent and a few days later, still trying to make sense of what I had said he came
to me and asked, “So what team is Daddy on?” I said he’s on our team. “Okay” he said, relieved.

TRANSFORMING ETHNIC AND RACEBASED TRAUMATIC STRESS WITH YOGA
by Gail Parker, Ph.D.
Publisher: Singing Dragon
$27.95, ISBN: 9781787757530

What Color Are You?
Let’s do a little experiment. First channel your inner 6-year-old. Hold the back of your hand up
in front of your face and identify the color that you actually see. Do you see the color white? Do
you see the color black? In case you hadn’t noticed there is a difference between skin color as a
descriptor and skin color as a label for racial distinctions. When it comes to race, ethnicity, and
skin color, we don’t always see and respond to what’s actually in front of us. Often what we see and
respond to is the association we make with what’s in front of us based on skin color. As we begin
to see that these associations are culturally conditioned responses, we’re on the road to seeing
more clearly. Then we can challenge outdated paradigms that no longer serve and replace them
with newer and healthier ones.

Outdated Paradigm - Color Blindness
Let’s start with the old paradigm of colorblindness. We are not colorblind. Skin color matters
because we are a visual species who respond to each other’s appearance, and in this culture
meaning is attached to skin color. In the United States, differences in skin color were used as a
tool to dehumanize, enslave, and oppress Africans, to decimate Native American populations
and to elevate European colonists. Skin color became the determinant of a social hierarchy that
placed Whites at the top, Blacks at the bottom and other People of Color somewhere in between.
This color hierarchy became the norm. It is persistent and wounding to Whites as well as Blacks
and other People of Color because it is dehumanizing. We deny or ignore this at our own peril
and the peril of others.

RESTORATIVE YOGA FOR ETHNIC AND
RACE-BASED STRESS AND TRAUMA
by Gail Parker, Ph.D.
Publisher: Singing Dragon
$35.00, ISBN: 9781787751859

New Paradigm – Clarity
Yoga is the practice of focusing our awareness without being distracted by our fluctuating thoughts. It helps us discern the difference
between beliefs and facts. It removes the veils of misperception from our eyes. It is a practice that helps cultivate clear thinking and helps
keep us from acting on thoughts and beliefs that can be full of misapprehension. Clear thinking asks us to wake up to our conditioned
responses and instead of being defensive, avoidant, attacking, or acting out in other destructive ways, to effectively handle any discomfort
we may experience.
A White friend, whom I met through yoga, and I talk freely about race and ethnicity. When she told me that it is an uncomfortable
conversation for her I was surprised. When I asked her why she said that she grew up in a family where she learned that to admit noticing
skin color and to discussing race was racist. In spite of her conditioning she challenges that belief and is willing to have these conversations,
even when it’s uncomfortable, because she says it helps her learn new perspectives and grow. What makes this conversation between us
possible is that we each set aside our own perspective to listen to, validate, and empathize with each other. We don’t make the issue or
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our discomfort more important than our relationship. In this way we transcend our cultural
conditioning and strengthen our connection.

Outdated Paradigm - Differences Divide
Another old but culturally sanctioned mindset is that differences divide. In Hindu mythology
the Suras and the Asuras were neighbors but neither group was particularly interested in
interacting with or getting to know the other. Over time, for a complex set of reasons, the
Asuras, which simply means not-Suras, who were at one time revered as gods, came to be
described as “darker beings”, evil spirits, or demons, while the Suras were described as “beings
of light”, as gods. What started out as different and unknown became confused with “other” in a
negative sense. The story of the Suras and the Asuras is ultimately the story of the demonization
of “that which is not like me.” 2

New Paradigm – Differences Unite
Yoga offers the view of the human race as one family. Unlike the Suras and the Asuras, who kept
their distance from each other, yoga asks us to join together to get to know, honor, celebrate,
and share our different perspectives and lived experiences. We do this by:

Pictured: Author Gail Parker Ph.D., CIAYT
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Acknowledging each other’s differences.
Affirming each other’s differences.
Advocating for each other’s reality and potential.
Appreciating each other’s gifts and talents

Outdated Paradigm - Individualism
“I myself alone can do this.” is another oldie but goody. I was in a coffee shop eavesdropping on a conversation between two gentlemen
discussing taxes. One gentleman said the fact that he wouldn’t be able to deduct interest from his real estate holdings didn’t matter
because he’d make up for it by deducting his children’s college tuition. The other gentlemen said that wouldn’t work for him because he
didn’t have any children. He went on to say that his father hadn’t paid for his college education anyway, that he’d paid for it on his own.
“How’d you do that, through student loans?” “No” he said. “I paid out of my own pocket. When I turned 18 my father told me he was
no longer legally obliged to support me so I paid for my own college education. See when we were kids my parents sold a lot of property
and put the money in trust for my brothers and me and when we turned 18 we got our trusts, so I paid for college out of my trust fund.”
The belief that I have accomplished what I have through hard work and effort alone, as this man was doing, is delusional and denies the
importance of community. It leaves out all of the preconditions that occurred to make his accomplishments possible. It reinforces feelings
of entitlement, isolation, and disconnection.

New Paradigm – Communities of the Heart
Kula is a Sanskrit term that is translated as community, and is often referred to as the community of the heart. It enlists everyone’s
perspective, involves co-participation and engenders a sense of belonging. Leadership positions and resources are shared as needed. Each
one does his/her part. This doesn’t just happen, it requires intention. In communities of the heart people actually engage with each other.
Engagement asks us to go beyond our capacity to endure or put up with difference. It means opening your heart to others and offering
your perspective as well as listening to theirs. It goes beyond being tolerant or politically correct. It means that members of the community
are willing to support those who are targets of ethnic and racial discrimination,
violence, injustice, and the allies who advocate for them. It means that members of
the community support examining their own ethnic and racial bias to unlearn old
ways of thinking and behaving. These are communities that recognize that both the
individuals who are targets of racial wounding and those who perpetuate it need help.3

"Self-inquiry,
Restorative Yoga, and
caring community can
contribute to easing the
suffering of emotional
wounds caused by racial
dicrimination, injustice
and violence."

Each of these new paradigms require shifts in consciousness. They invite
everyone, not just People of Color, to include race and ethnicity in their self-reflections
and discussions of stress, trauma, health and well-being. They invite us to engage in
behaviors that make a positive difference in our own lives and in the lives of others.
It is through individual personal transformation and connection with others that we
change the world.

2. Parker, G. (2020) Restorative Yoga for Ethnic and Race-Based Stress and Trauma. London/Philadelphia: Singing Dragon.
3. Parker, G., (2020), Restorative Yoga for Ethnic and Race-Based Stress and Trauma. London/Philadelphia: Singing Dragon
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THE CRYSTAL BIBLE SERIES
An excerpt from The Crystal Bible
Judy Hall’s The Crystal Bible is a beautifully illustrated guide to crystals, including their shapes, colors, and
applications. This gorgeous book contains a stunning and comprehensive crystal directory complete with photos and
descriptions to help you easily identify each of the crystals in your collection and learn about their unique properties.
Looking for more general background info about crystals and their uses? The Crystal Bible also begins with an indepth look at all things crystals, from formation to healing powers to selection and care, and ends with a valuable
reference section on chakras, crystal grids, and more, giving you everything you need to get the most out of your
crystals.
Begin your crystal journey today with this excerpt from The Crystal Bible about crystal healing:
Crystals have been used for millennia to heal and bring balance. They work through resonance and vibration.
To gain maximum benefit from crystal healing, you need to be properly trained or to be treated by someone
who is well qualified and experienced. But you can find benefit in crystals for common ailments and they
are effective first-aid remedies, especially when made into gem essences.
Some crystals contain minerals that are known for their therapeutic properties. Copper, for instance, reduces
swelling and inflammation. Malachite has a high concentration of copper, which aids aching joints and
muscles. Wearing a Malachite bracelet allows the body to absorb minute amounts of copper in exactly the
same way as a copper bracelet does. In ancient Egypt, Malachite was powdered and applied to wounds
to prevent infection. Today it is a powerful detoxifier but, as it is toxic, it should only be applied externally.
This property of toxic crystals to detoxify is rather like the homeopathic principle of “like cures like.”
Crystals safely deliver infinitesimal, vibrational doses of something that, taken in large quantities, would
be poisonous.
Crystals are used in modern medical practices. They are piezoelectric, which means that electricity, and
sometimes light, is produced by compression. This property is harnessed in ultrasound machines, which
use a piezoelectric crystal to produce a sound wave. Sound is now being applied at the leading edge of
surgery. A tightly focused beam of ultrasound can cauterize wounds deep within the body and blast tumors
apart without the need for invasive procedures. Shamans and crystal healers of old were familiar with this
ability of crystals to focus sound and light vibrations into a concentrated ray, which was then applied for
healing. Rotating a crystal wand on the skin causes compression, which releases a focused beam to the
organ beneath.
Ancient healers also knew that, whereas some crystals are either energizing or calming, there are crystals
that will both sedate an overactive organ and stimulate a sluggish one. Magnetite, with its positive and
negative charge, does exactly this. It sedates an overactive organ and stimulates an underactive one. There
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are crystals that will heal quickly, but may provoke a healing challenge, while others work much more slowly.
If you want to deal with pain—a signal that something is wrong in your body—you can do this with crystals.
Pain could result from an excess of energy, a blockage, or a debility. A cool and calming crystal such as
Lapis Lazuli or Rose Quartz will sedate energy, whereas Carnelian will stimulate it, and Cathedral Quartz is
excellent for pain relief no matter what the cause.
Crystals are excellent for dealing with headaches. Lapis Lazuli will quickly draw off a migraine headache. But
you need to know from where the headache stems. If it is caused by stress, Amethyst, Amber, or Turquoise
placed on the brow will relieve it. If it is food-related, however, a stone that calms the stomach, such as
Moonstone or Citrine, will be appropriate.

HOLISTIC HEALING
Crystals heal holistically. That is to say, they work on the physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual levels of
being. They realign subtle energies and dissolve dis-ease, getting to the root cause. Crystals work through
vibration, rebalancing the biomagnetic sheath that surrounds and interpenetrates the physical body and
activating linkage points to the chakras that regulate the body’s vibrational stasis. By bringing the chakras
back into balance, many states of physical and psychological dis-ease can be ameliorated.
Most illnesses result from a combination of factors. There will be dis-ease at subtle levels. This dis-ease may
be emotional or mental, or a sign of spiritual unease or disconnection. There may be misaligned connections
between the physical body and the biomagnetic sheath. Other energetic disturbances may be caused by
environmental factors such as electromagnetic smog or geopathic stress. Simply placing a Black Tourmaline
or Smoky Quartz crystal between you and the source of geopathic or electromagnetic stress can magically
transform your life. But you may need to go deeper into the cause of dis-ease. Crystals gently deal with
the cause rather than merely ameliorating the symptoms.
You can lay crystals on or around your body for ten to thirty minutes or use them like a reflexology tool
to stimulate points on your feet—Larimar is particularly useful for this as it locates the source of dis-ease.
Crystal eggs can also be used on the feet. Crystal wands are helpful if you need to stimulate a point on
the body. Rotated gently, they lift pain and dis-ease. Throughout the Directory you will find crystals to treat
illnesses and imbalances on all levels.

THE CRYSTAL BIBLE

by Judy Hall
Publisher: Wallking Stick Press
$21.99, ISBN: 9781582972404
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THE CRYSTAL BIBLE 2

by Judy Hall
Publisher: Walking Stick Press
$21.99, ISBN: 9781582977010

THE CRYSTAL BIBLE 3

by Judy Hall
Publisher: Walking Stick Press
$21.99, ISBN: 9781599636993

For additional info about crystal uses and identification, check out
The Crystal Bible. And for an even more detailed look, including rare gems
and high-vibration stones, continue growing your crystal book selection
with The Crystal Bible 2 and The Crystal Bible 3.
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Crystals have been connected with particular parts of the body and its organs for thousands of years.
Many of the connections come from traditional astrology, both Western and Eastern. Traditional Chinese
Medicine and Indian Ayurveda, both over 5,000 years old, still use in modern medical prescriptions crystals
that appear in formulas in ancient texts. Hematite, for instance, is said to calm the spirit and so combats
insomnia. But it is also used for blood disorders as it is believed to cool the blood, arresting bleeding.
Hematite is used by modern crystal healers to relieve those same conditions.

CHOOSING A CRYSTAL FOR HEALING
To choose a crystal, or crystals, for healing, you can work from symptoms to deeper cause (preferably with
advice from a qualified crystal healer). Each entry in the Crystal Directory lists the conditions it heals at
the physical, emotional, psychological, mental, and spiritual level. The Index has a comprehensive crossreference to help you link symptoms with relevant crystals. So, for instance, if your symptom is a digestive
problem, you could choose a Citrine point to aid healing. Laying it on your abdomen, or wearing it on your
little finger, which connects to the small intestine meridian, could calm your digestion. The crystal works
directly on the physical body. However, at a deeper level, digestive problems could well relate to a lack of
abundance. Money worries often translate themselves into dis-ease. Citrine is the stone of prosperity. It
attracts wealth and abundance into your life (especially when placed in the left corner of you home that is
farthest from your front door). Wearing a Citrine reenergizes you and stimulates motivation and creativity—
which brings abundance.
At a deeper level still, fears around money often stem from a feeling of being unsupported by the universe.
This fear is not merely emotional dis-ease, it is spiritual disconnection. Citrine’s ability to activate the crown
chakra, which is where the spiritual connection is made, could enable you to strengthen your trust in the
universe.
Having identified spiritual disconnection as a probable root cause of your dis-ease, you might then want to
look to other crystals that will support that level of your being. Stones such as Petalite and Phenacite link
you to a spiritual reality with a very high vibration. Phenacite aids in grounding the spiritual into everyday
life but, if this is your first experience of working with crystals to stimulate spiritual contact, it may be too
powerful for you. A better choice might be Angelite or Celestite, which gently attune you to the celestial
realm. Angelic presence induces a powerful sense of being supported by the universe.
As some crystals support each other and others cancel each other out, care should be taken when using
crystals for healing. If in doubt, consult a qualified crystal healer.

SOURCING YOUR CRYSTAL
The best source for your crystal is a local store where you can browse at your leisure. Such stores are usually
listed in Yellow Pages under Crystals, Gemstones, or Minerals. The Internet can also point you in the right
direction—although there are hundreds of thousands of entries and it can take time and persistence to
narrow a search down. There are also Mind-Body-Spirit, Healing, and Crystal and Mineral fairs where you will
find crystals for sale. These are listed in Lepidiary Journal, Mind-Body-Spirit journals, or advertised locally.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
An internationally known author, astrologer, crystal expert, psychic, and
healer, Judy Hall authored over 40 books, including the bestselling
Crystal Bible (2003) and The Crystal Bible 2 (2009), as well as
Crystals to Empower You (2013). Her writing
has been translated into 16 languages, and
The Crystal Bible alone as sold over 1 million
copies worldwide.
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Sacred Art Tapestry Throw Blankets
Wall-Hangings • Chakra Ladders
Tote Bags • Decorative Pillows

THROW BLANKETS

CRIMSON HEART
UPC: 646071991757 • Artist: Toni Carmine Salerno

52" x 68" • $80.35 • 100% Cotton

CHAKRA MAN - SKY BLUE
UPC: 646071991634
Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

TREE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UPC: 646071991610
Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

SACRED CENTERS
UPC: 646071999388
Artist: Barry Stevens

FLOWER TREE OF LIFE
UPC: 646071991689
Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

GOLD BUDDHA
UPC: 646071991498
Artist: Sue Halstenberg

SACRED JOURNEY
UPC: 646071991733
Artist: Toni Carmine Salerno

MANDALA WORLD
UPC: 646071991580
Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

LAKSHMI/ORANGE LOTUS
UPC: 646071999227
Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

GARDEN BUDDHA
UPC: 646071999098
Artist: Circles of Light

BUTTERFLY ANGEL
UPC: 646071991764
Artist: Toni Carmine Salerno

LOTUS COLLAGE
UPC: 646071991016
Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

CHAKRA TREE
UPC: 646071991481
Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

EVERYDAY BLESSINGS
UPC: 646071991726 • Artist: Toni Carmine Salerno

We salute the extraordinary artwork of artists like: Paul Heussenstamm, Pieter Weltevrede, Sue Halstenberg,
Lamas Thangka Paintings, Barry Stevens, Circles of Light and Toni Carmine Salerno*
*A portion of every sale is paid to the artist for their most valuable service.

WALL HANGINGS

18" x 26" • $53.20 • Includes wooden dowel rod for hanging

LORD OF SUCCESS GANESHA
UPC: 646071999500
Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

CHAKRA MAN BLUE
UPC: 646071999555
Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

CHAKRA LADDERS
11.25" x 63.25" • $63.95
Includes wooden dowel
rod for hanging

QUAN YIN ELEGANCE
UPC: 646071999531
Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

STYLISH TOTE BAGS

16" x 16" • $35.95 • Double-Sided Designs

TRIPLE LOTUS / NAMASTE
UPC: 646071991191
Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

YELLOW LOTUS / DIVINE GUIDANCE
UPC: 646071991115
Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

KUNDALINI CHAKRA LADDER
UPC: 646071999623
Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

BUDDHA FACES CHAKRA LADDER
UPC: 646071991658
Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

DECORATIVE PILLOWS

18" x 18" • Single-Sided Designs - $42.95 • Double-Sided Designs - $44.95

BRIGHT LOTUS / JOY (Double-sided)
UPC: 646071999678 • Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

INFINITE ISIS (Single-sided)
UPC: 646071999449
Artist: Sue Halstenberg

GREEN HEART / LOVE, HARMONY, HAPPINESS (Double-sided)
UPC: 646071999463 • Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

Our tapestry collections are
designed in mind for the vibrational
healing arts, yoga, massage, reiki,
meditation, and more. Intended to
enhance your favorite sacred space.

LORD GANESHA (Single-sided)
UPC: 646071999357
Artist: Pieter Weltevrede

AMETHYST MANDALA / BE STILL & LISTEN (Double-sided)
UPC: 646071999821 • Artist: Paul Heussenstamm

